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Stand for President George P.Sheldon Colorado Has Coldest Decern
Have Left Geneva, Switzer- - His Message Read to Both House3
and
Banks
for
of the Phoenix of Brooklyn
ber in Thirty-On- e
Postal baving
Economy.
land, for More Inviting
Years
Deposed
Fields
Presi-d7.
so
in times
Today---Take-

In--
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PRESIDENT

iSIXTY BLftGK

I

I

made
past
that estimates have been prepared
with the expectation that they may be MILLION
DOLUS INVOLVED SHOW BLOCKADE IN CHICAGO
reduced, will result iu seriously ham
pering proper administration."
President Tat't refers with regret to Will Be Made Good by Crossing Omaha, Lincoln, Saint Joseph
the sugar frauds recently discovered,
and Other Towns are
Off That Amount From
saying that, the settlement made with

Washington. D. C, Dec.
i.t Tat'; today sent his airnial message to Congress. The tariff, the
question, sugar frauds and
"white slavery" are among the questions discussed.
"Perhaps the most important question presented to the administration is
that of economy in expenditure and
sufficiency of revenue," says the Presithe methods
dent, who discusses
taken to meet the deficiency. The
President declares it unwise to attempt further revision of the tariff
until the facts are at hand upon which
such revision can properly bo underi

WRESTED

OTHERS

FRIDAY FORTY

Phrase Referring toZelaya and Held on Charge of Black Mail,
Assault and Murder
Nicaragua Causes Mild
in Europe.
Sensation
Washington, D. C, Dec. 7. The first
annual message of President 1 aft was,
read before both houses o Congress
today. The reading was followed with;
great interest both by Republicans and;
The message generally
Democrats.
was favorably commented upon. The
phrase which attracted most attention
was the referring to the Zelaya inci- dent of which he spoke. "As a sad
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limi umi uiciv iiaa

Dec. ,.
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pres.?.

the

often

trust,

will

Surplus

not interfere

with, or prevent the criminal prosecution of every one who was found to be
subject to the same. He believes that
an investigation of the frauds by Congress at present would be inadvisable,
saying it might give immunity and orherwise prove an ambarrassment in s
curing conviction of the guilty par-

Shivering.

Xew York, Dec. 7. Crimn.:il investiof the
gation and the prosecution
Phenix
Insurance
Company of
Brooklyn, the surplus of'whUh according to a statement of Stall Superintendent of Insurance llo'eh-kiss- ,
has been impaired a million d
will not be abandoned because
of the possible fatal illness of George
P. Sheldon, the deposed president of
that company. Mr. Sheldon was re
moved at the instigation of the state
insurance department and the case
has been nlaced in the hands of the
district attorney. The insurance de-

Chicago, Dec. 7. Chicago was visited today with the first real snow
storm of the season. Several hiclies
of snow fell and traffic is impeded.
Blizzard Causes Three Deaths.
7.
Dec.
The storm reChicago.
sulted in three deaths in Chicago up
to noon. One man was found dead
from the cold and two others blinded by the snow, were run over by
tvains.
Omaha Has Coldest Day.
Omaha, Dec. 7. It. was two below
zero here this morning the coldest
day of the season.
Six Below in Lincoln
Dec. 7. Twelve
Lincoln,
Xeb.,
inches of snow and a temperature of
six below were reported here this
morning. Street car traffic is block- ed and the roads leading to the city
are impassable,
Missouri is Shivering,
st. Joseph, Dec. 7. Northwest
Missouri is covered with snow and
the cold is causing considerable suf- The railroads
are having
fering.
much difficulty in moving trains. The
,.
.., uuivnru v..,-f
rivn.
.moov.un
U'.lv; ivr- iivvi vi.io
an
ice
by
day
jam

been a wholesale exodus of members
of he B1;id. Hand whQ mean lQ fmd
a ,iew lield of operation in America. It
developed also' that sixty of these char- acters are making their way by cir- - taken.
ties.
cuitous routes to the I'nited States,
Speaking generally he says the counThese men were formerly part of a try is in a high state of prosperity.
President Taft then discusses the
gang of Uvo tnousar)d ltalian8( em. He notes the in crease in the cost of tariff and operation of the maximum
pi0yed in the construction of the Loet- - living, but says the tariff is not the and minimum clause in the act. He
sehberg tunnel through the Fiernese cause. In these products of the factory says that in the working of this, fear
f
barbarities." Alps. This scene of industry became and farm there has been no increase has been experssed that the power
nnsneakahle
tai
a hot bed of Black Handers, forty of)m the (ariff allu ju many instances a conferred and duty imposed on the exWhen the reading concluded the House whom are now in
custody awaiting j V(?1.y considerable reduction, the Presi- ecutive is likely to lead to a tariff war.
adjourned until Friday.
"I beg to express the hope and be- trial ot charges or mack man, assault d,nt declares.
Bill to Investigate General Land Office aruj murder
I:eve that no such result need be an- In beginning the President says:
Mr. Taft says.
7.
"Xo one
of
echo
Dec.
An
States
United
of
ticipated,"
the
relations
The
Washington,
partment believes that the corn- t
lipHveen Seeretarv nf SFEAKER CANNON IN
with nil foreign governments have con is seeking a tariff war on a condition
.i,o
pany's risks to the public are not in- A BUNCH OF TROUBLE.
tinuod the normal basis of amity and in which the spirit of retaliation shall volved and that the entire
the Interior Ballinger and Chief Forloss,
I
be aroused."
good understanding and are very
loans negotiated by Sheldon
ester Pinchol, without any specific
to His Grand Daughter to. ,..,,, satisfactorv ."
The new tariff board is discussed, through
can be balanced by crossing off a
See the Show Brings Down
mention of either, is discovered m
President Taft says the Zelaya gov- the President saying that their
million of the company's throe mil- Whole Class.
ja bill introduced in the House today
ernment of Nicaragua has kept Cen- - will perhaps take two or three years. lion dollar
surplus. Although the in- l
America in constant turmoil. It A continuing annual appropriation is
by Representative Hitchcock of Ne' ' "
..... i..-1
c..
shows Sheldon managed
i
vestigation
uu- js unnecessavy he saya, to rehearse asked.
na.uu. i u
,
The bill directs
braska. Democrat.
the company affairs without consult- ill
ilia
iu
Djmcr
null
ucoiit'
Udvc
"I believe," the President continues,
tale of
.Speaker Cannon to appoint a commitmg the board of directors, Supertn- among eret.tlle
to hVve that the work of this board will be tendent Hotrhkiss declared each of
tee of seven members with full power the YlollUlS 111 IUC represented
. .
galIeries ai
committed by the elajan gov-- ot ,,,, me utility and importance when-- the directors responsible under the
to make a complete investigation of the
of the session ot- Con.;been
ening
'
ofAmericans
ev,.r Congress shall deem it wise again law. The charges which led to Shel- - coldest necemher Weather in
the condition of the general land
Recently two
gress nearly got himself into trouble eminent.
were put to death by order of Pres.- - to adjust the customs duties. If the don's removal were, that he had over
flce in recent years in regard to coal
Denver, Dec. 7. The entire state
Miss
As
his
daughter,
were of j facts secured by the tariff board are j drawn his salary, unloaded doubtful 0f Colorado is
lands and other public domain in yesterday.
Helen Cannon, was not in town, "Un- dent Zelaya himself. They
shivering under the
revo-Alaska.
of such a character as to show gen-- j securities on the company and "used coldest December weather in thirty- cle Joe" thought of calling up his fleers in the organized forces of a
10 uie.
i
mi-a imhtnr
Report of Secretary of Treasury.
erally that the rates ot amies imposed tne company s assets as collateral to one years. For three davs the hich- Miss
Virginia lution, ana as sucn. accoiuuig civilizby the present tariff law are excessive secure his owu private speculative ,.st mark in Denver has been five de
Washington, D. C. Dec. 7 Re-- L,eseure who is a pupil at the Ca- - modern enlightened practice of
to
he
were
entitled
estied
the
under the principles of protection as accounts.
nations,
to
iu
they
the
is
school
grees above and last night ten be- trenchment
thedral
for girls. "Want
keynote
Doinn Business in New Mexico.
low was reached.
mates of expenditures for the execu- - come down and see the House con- - dealt with as prisoners ot war. He described in the platform of the suc- The company was admitted to do buscessful party at the late election, I
Twelve Below.
tive departments of the goverenment vene?" asked Uncle Joe. "You bet," continues:
At the date when this message is shall not hesitate to invite the atten- iness in New Mexico on June 9, of this
l.aramio, Wyo., Dec. 1. It was
for the fiscal year 1911, embodied in responded Miss Virginia, who is in
the anual report of Franklin Mac- - the vicinity of sweet but slangy six- - printed this government has terminate tion of Congress to this fact and to year. The paid up capital is $1,500, reported twelve degrees below at
Vonp-as Kecretnrv of the treasury, teen, "and 111 bring the bunch." She ed diplomatic relations with the Zelaya the necessity to action predicted there- 000. The company has paid in divi midnight and Fort Collins, Colorado,
'
made public today. This is in line did. Not only that, but she gave the government for reasons made public on. Nothing, however, halts business dends since its organization $5,424,000. reported ten below.
Blizzard in Ohio Valley,
with President Taft's declared policy Speaker the full strength of her class jn a communication to the former Xic- and it first with the course of pros- Its surplus is reported as $1,010,453;
inwas
of.
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He
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and
care
did
take
d'affaires
it,
Chicago, 111.. Dec. 7. The storm
araguan charge
perity so much as the threatened re- its surplus on policies $2,510,000.
of greater eceonomy in administering
'extends from southern Wisconsin into
somewhat of a strain.
Looks Like Crooked Work.
tending to take such further steps as vision -of the tariff and until the facts
'the affairs J the government.
New York, Dec. 7. The Phenix In- - eastern Iowa and through the Ohio
' for
may be found most consistent with its 'ire' at- hand.-- ; after careful and delib1911 are
The total estimates
JOHNSON SURELY
Indiana.
Company of Brooklyn does a ley- - covering Illinois and
dignity, its duty to American inter- erate investigation, upon which such
$671,288,075, which are less by
MUST BE A WONDER. ests and its moral obligations to Cen- - revision can be properly undertaken, ' fire risk business, is incorporated for Trains from the west and the north
than the appropriations for
tral America and to the civilization, it st ems to me unwise to attempt it. $1,500,000, and is credited with a sur- - are greatly delayed. The wind blew
1910 and $94,001,493 less than the es- jg Next to mpossible t0 Hit Him
,t
It may be necessary for me to bring The amount of misinformation that; plus of $1,010,453. Directors are: at the rate of thirty. live miles per
timat.es for 1910. The total estimated
Says Tom McCarey( the Los
this subject to the attention of the creeps into arguments pro and con in George P. Sheldon, Frank J. Logan hour.
receipts for the current year aggre-- j
Angeles Sportsman,
Cold Wave Strikes Kansas City.
Conaress in a snecial message."
regard to the tariff rates is such as William ,T. Logan. John Cartledge,
1911
gate $648,000,000 and for
about; Chicago, Dec. 7 Tom McCarey of
Presi-- j to require the kind of
Kansas
C.
M.
the
Edward
east,
far
the
Converse,
City, Dec. 7. This portion
Hard,
George
Concerning
investigation
$672,000,000, leaving an ordinary de- Los Angeles, one of the unsuccessful
re- - George
L. Green- - of the southwest is today in the grip
without
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undertaken
this
it
preserves
dent
wholly
government
by
Ingraham,
says
ficit for the current year of $34,075,620 bidders for the big fight passed
of the most severe cold wave of the
to the effect which the facts may , hul and Charles F. Coster.
and for 1911 a surplus of $48,775,449. through Chicago yesterday on his way unchanged its policy of supporting the j spect
Mr. Hotchkiss says that in the judg- - season, with the temperature ranging
of
for
a
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adds:
door"
and
calling
readjustment
"open
(have
Adding the payments on account of to the coast. "I consider Johnson
ment of the insurance department di- - fl'onl eiKht above at Oklahoma City
'Our traditional relations with the tl.v duty.
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Secretary MacVeagh, emphasizing the
man tne corresponding estimates ior ance company was reany iieorge r.
to worii satisiactoruy.
the "hard rigidity of the present reve- ouinion. Not that I sav leffries is proved
of the department of last year, is mentioned by the Presi-- Sheldon, and that the directors have
IMU","3 uw oman mox.
Reorganization
to
to
win.
lose
and
Johnson
eoine
Globe, Ariz., Dec. 7. Snowballing
nue system, with its recurrent economI am not picking a winner but am just state upon modern lines in furtherance dent, all progress in military matters seemingly never objected to his operafollowing the heavy storm of last
ical agitations and its long intervals of
our foreign trades of American in- - being suspended for a year as a con-er- . tions.
my opinion of Jack as a fight-'o- f
night was responsible for causing a
fixity," says it will be necessary to givingI don't think I ever saw a swift- - terests abroad is recommended.
The measures can hardly
sequence.
Among the loans to officers of the
meet these deficits to sell either bonds er man in the
executhe
be
are
more
most!
insurance department specified
than temporary, the
"Perhaps," continues the message,
ring. He is the
More than a dozen
this mornIngor certificates in indebtedness. "In due wonderful blocker
in the world and "the most important question present- - tive says. Later he will send a spec-e- foliPwingmen were involved and for a time the
.
" :'
of
he
To
ial message to Congress upon military
James Pierce, ,n the period
and it is
to this administration is that
therein lies his
gcene resembled a minor riot Qne
it must be made practicable to both next to impossible strength
was state superintendent of insurance, of ,he combatants was knocke(i insen.
to hit him."
in expenditures and sufficien-- i matters.
economy
estimate receipts, with a close approx
j
Concurring in needed changes in loans aggregating $39,500.
cy or revenue.
sible The storm u the most gevere
imation to the actual, and to provide
To Isaac Vanderpool, in the period that this secliou ,las endured for 14
shows
DREW
THROWN
of
the army he places emphasis on the
the
secretary
"The
report
jqhn
tor their annual rise or tan ny some
FROM HIS HORSE. that the ordinary expenditures for the need for an elimination bill. "The he was chief examiner of insurance years.
'flexible factors in our annual taxatj current
fiscal year ending June 30, coast defenses of the United States companies, loans aggregating $100,-00ion,"
Actor Badly Injured wniie out ma- - 1910, will exceed the receipts by $34,- - proper are generally all that could be
H. CLAY PIERCE
Reductions in the present esti- To Robert H. Hunter, in the period
jnq With His Daughter in
075,620. If to this deficit is added the desired and in some respects they are
HAS BEEN ACQUITTED.
Central Park,
mates, Mr. MacVeagh declares, result
sum to be disbursed for the Panama rather more elaborate than under pres-cana-l he was first deputy superintendent of
from improved handling of the gov-- '
.
New York, Dec. 7. John Drew, the
amounting to $38,000,000 and $1,-- ent conditions are needed to stop am insurance, loans aggregating $00,000. The Jury This Morning Returned a
ernment work and. the postponement actor, was thrown from his horse this
H. Buckley, in the
To William
Verdict of Not Guilty of the
000,000 to be paid on the public debt enemy's fleet from entering the har-thof expenditures which can be delayed morning while riding with his daugh-1and ex- - bors defended."
he was third deputy superindeficit
of
period
receipts
ordinary
Charge.
an effort to adjust immediate ex- - ter in Central park and was seriously
The President concurs in the judg-defic- tendent of insurance, loans aggregatwill be increased to a total
penditures
sounds
a
and
He
penses
receipts.
injured.
of $73,075,620. This deficit the ment of the military and naval joint ing $61,000.
Austin, Tex.. Dec. 7. The jury in
.
warning, however that the reduc-- ,
the
to
an
of
board
case of H. Clay Pierce, president
iproin
meet
the
extensive
j
favor
by
making
proposes
secretary
inn4 in atmrnnrlallnnfl will ha Hla-- t
of the Waters-PiercOil Company,
of bonds issued to pay the cost novol base at Pearl Harbon, near Honceeds
appointing "unless "equal attention is
or constructins the Panama canal. I olulu and not in the Philippines,
with false swearing, this,
! charged
to
GZARINA
NOT
other
IS
given
important savings.
The President then discusses the
n.crning returned a verdict of not
approve this proposal."
Secretary MacVeagh reviews the
the cost of engi-- . navy, the need for reform, economy in
President
The
says
guilty.
j
organization, or rather lack of organi- 1
Judge Calhoun, in a special charge
neering and construction of the canal, expenditures, etc. He says:
zation, of the fiscal responsibilities of!
t fVif. I,,..., nmfn,',,nJ
P
which will be completed, January 1,1 "A comprehensive plan for the
VL
iu
jui o"siainv-- tllC sv..tnnf
the executive and legislative branch-- !
ULIIIUUULI ILL Mr.viicPierce's
of organization of the officers of all corps
instead
is
be
$297,766,000,
he
will
that
lawyers
S of the government and the reor-- j
from trial under the lawg of
$139,705,200, as originally estimated, of the navy will be presented to Con-Othganization thereof now in progress
cost
I
meet
the
with
will
it
by
increase
the counsel for the state
and
gress
hope
expenses
Attends Usual Dinners andiTexa,s: 10as use
away from the extreme disorganiza- - Railroads and Shippers Main
ot
action
to
$375,201,000.
to
total
a
its
ine testimony given Dy
urgency."
$75,435,000
ougni
'
t'on of the past and observes that
Ceremonies ot the Season Mr. Pierce on the witness stand in Mistain That It Is
"In order to avoid a deficit for the
Appointment of an eminent astrono-ensuin"even, if our country is rich it cansouri with the intention of possibly
fiscal year I directed the mer as head of the naval observaton
not afford to be wholly unscientific
Broken
at Lividia
of
heads
securing his conviction. The sale ot
departments in the prepara- is recommended,
in its appropriations."
to make them
in his judg-a- s
the Waters'Pierce Oil Company propTaft
that
estimates
President
of
their
tion
says
Probably the most important reclow as possible consistent with im- - ment a change in judicial procedure ALARMING
CONFIDENT
DENIED erty was postponed by Jtidse Wilcox
REPORTS
ommendation made by the secretary
ARE STILL
until late today. This was done, it is
perative governmental necessity. The with a view to reducing its expense
is that the tax on bank circulation se
result has been as I am advised by the Lo private litigants in civil cases and
stated, in order to permit Pierce's lawcured by United States bonds here- es- the
that
to intervene in his behalf.
of
of
business
the
the
dispatch
treasury,
facilitating
secretary
yer?
after deposited
Nevertheless She is Suffering
bearing interest Assert That Traffic is Tied Up
timates for the. expenses of the govern- - and final decision in both civil and
higher than 2 per cent, shall be in-- ;
From Long Nervous
WOOL VALUES ARE
Despite Contrary Claims
ment for the next fiscal year ending criminal cases, constitutes the great-Juncreased in exact proportion to the
est
the
FULLY MAINTAINED.
1911
approAmerican
our
than
are
Lines.
need
less
Breakdown
of
in
institutions,
30,
increase in the rate of interest above
fiscal
A
consider
current
in
to
commission
reforms
for
this
year
two per cent. He advises continu
priations
So far as the secretary the judiciary is recommended.
The
Boston, Mass., Dec. 7. Fair trade
ance of the rate of one-hal- f
of one per
St. Petersburg, Dec. 7. Alarming
St. Paul. Minn., Dec. 7. "Every by $32,818,000.
of the treasury is able to form a judg- - President recommended, in accordance reports concerning the condition of still continues in the local wool marieni. for circ.nlaittnn haaori' nr tmv
comment ment as to future income and compare with the
promise in the Republican the empress originate daily from ir- ket, although the transactions are
per cent bonds. Mr. MacVeagh says thing quiet," was the only
that if the Panama bonds authorized made today by President Hawley of it with the expenditures for the next platform that appropriate legislation responsible sources. There is no moderate in amounts. . The chief defiscal year ending June 30, 1,911, and relating to the issuance of injunctions truth whatever in these stories. It is mand is from the woolen mills, as the
by the law of August 5, 1909, should
Previous notice and a well known that the empress has suf- worsted mills are well stocked up. Valbe issued at 3 per cent, they would the Switchmen's Union on the strike excluding payments on account of the be adopted.
have a much better circulation priv- - situation. The men continue to assert Panama canal, which will doubtles.s reasonable opportunity to be heard on fered for two years from the effects ues are being fully maintained. Fine
will be a sur- - behalf of the parties to be enjoined of a nervous breakdown and inflam- staple Idaho has sold at 25 cents and
ilege than the outstanding two per
ey have the railroads tied up, but be taken by bonds, there
cents the tax being only one per cent.
are ured by the President with cer- - mation of the veins of the lower fine medium clothing territory at 21,
of $35,931,000.
railroadg claim the strike is brok- plus
estimates the needs tain exceptions. President Taft then limbs, but her condition is not criti- cents. There is very little demand for
"In
the
present
on them 1
ner cent- - ot.WwUo tv, en. The latter claim Is backed by of the departments and of the govern- - refers to anti-trus- t
and interstate com- cal. She is attending the usual din- Ohio fleeces,' although a few transners and ceremonies of the season actions in quarter blood have been
ment have been cut to the quick, so
already low market value of the 2 the Jobbers' and Manufacturers'
cents would unduly decline.
at Lividia.
made at 33 cents.
to speak, and any assumption by Con- - .,
(Continued on Page Seven.)
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Turkeys, Chickens,

a tuc nmiv onsuin

Sweet

Cranberries,

Ducks,

mil uhili nuuuu

irnl
ur.

AT THE

PLAY.
(By lone Knt.)
Amid a inuItiituJo we sat. alone
s
screened
Yiy
friendly
from wondering gaze;
Hand clasped in hand we watched
the stage ablaze
With rainbow fires saw Richard to
his throne
Stride through his kinsmen's blood, to
lose at last
Throne, life and soul. What tragic
forces swayed
This world in counterfeit. Yet undismayed,
Half in a dream we saw the scenes
shift past;
And then the curtain fell upon the

Green Beans, Wax

Potatoes, Celery, Cucumbers,

half-light-

Feas,

Beans,

Radish, Onions,

Beets,

Turnips,

Cauliflower,

Chile, Bell Peppers, Grapes, Oranges,

Bannanas,

and all kinds of Nuts.

w 6 ulV6

(lush

tirlftts

rflgistPT

with all cashpurchases.

We

Winter Grocery Co.
Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.

No. 40

Telephone

CAUL AJ9D SEE FOR YOURSELF

8

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks

Jewelry Silverware, Decorated China, Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony
Goods.

S

MASUFACTURER

Spitz

JEWELER

TAXIDERMIST, TANNER

&

FURRIER

Erery Description of work in our line done to order
GAME HEADS MOUNTED
Artistic Taxidermy and Ladies' Fur Repairing a Specialty

Send for prices for tanning and lining
furs and hides for rugs and robes

Highest prices paid for raw furs of all kinds

FRANK

4P3h6onre0i2ckia9d

F-

-

strife
turned and smiled into each
er's eyes

GORMLEY

SANTA FE, N. M.

With unchecked love as under broader skies,
When this strange pageantry which
we call life
we two'
Mas flitted by, somewhere
shall sit.
Together, smiling at the close of it.
Town Talk.
Will Grade New Park The Albuquerque Park Commission has awarded the contract for grading the new
Highland Park.
Wedding at Las Vegas Reyes
and Guadalupita Otero were mar
ried at Las Vegas yesterday. The
groom is a printer.
Two Fires at Deming Fire on Sunday destroyed the barn and automobile of Dr. J. G. Moir at Deming. A
second fire damaged the home of A.
Schultz.
Gun Charles
Fined for Carrying
Rodbell, a Las Vegas business man.
was arrested and fined yesterday in
the Meadow City for carrying a gun.
Lasater Acquitted John L. Lasatef
was acquitted in district court at Albuquerque yesterday of the charge of
murder, resulting from the stabbing
of Nicolas Sanchez at Tome, Valencia
county. Lasater acted in
In Pursuit of Horse Thieves Mounted Policeman Fred Higgins and Deputy
Sheriff O. Z. Finley of Roswell, are in
pursuit of a thief woh stole three
thoroughbred houses belonging to Roy
and Jaffa Miller.
Stubborn Fire at Las Vegas A defective flue yesterday morning set fire
to the Center Block Pharmacy at Las
Vegas, and it took the fire department
three hours to extinguish the blaze, although the damage was comparatively
slight. Sunday a fire occurred at the
residence of Dr. M. M. Miller, but was
extinguished by the firemen before
much damage was done.
Albuquerque Firm Fails The Paris
Fashion Specialty Company, B. Segel,
proprietor, Albuquerque, closed its
yesterday, according to the Al- buquerque Journal with liabilities of
$8,000 and assets of $1,000.
Railroad Officials at Albuquerque
J. W. Kendrick
Second
Chief Engineer Charles A. Morse, General manager C. W. Kound and other
Santa Fe officials were in Albuquerque
yesterday on their way to the Pacific
coast.
Will Rebuild Hotel at Cloudcroft
General Manager H. J. Simmons of the
El Paso and Southwestern Railroad an-- !
nounced today that the Lodge at
Cloudcroft, which burned to the ground
several months ago, would be rebuilt
by the company but would not be
ready for occupancy until 1911.
Vice-Preside-
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CERRILLOS

Anthracite Coalj all Sizes,
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Coal.
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SteamCoal.

Sawed Wood and Kindling,
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MONTFZUMA

Near

A. T. & S. F.

i

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

Depot.

j

Telephone 85

Telephone 85
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RAILROADS WILL NOT
ADVANCE ONION RATES.
San Antonio, Tex., Dec. 7. According to Roy Campbell, secretary and
sales manager of the South Texas
Truck Growers' Association, the proposed advance in onion freight rates
of 5 cents per 100 pounds will not be
made by the railroads. It is understood that his organization objected
strenuously to the threatened increase, and that the railroads yielded
to the pressure exorted. It is stated
that the increase would have meant
over $40,000 on next season's crop.

Ma lea

Also Good iot Chickens
SOLE AGENTS

FOR

International Stock Food
LEO HERSCH

Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
Grain, Potatoes,

Flour, Hay,

Salt and Seeds
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Dale Methods

Cut Class. China and SilvAKMar
345 San Francisco St.

ZOOK HAS

Eyes Tes,ed 8ml
Fmed by B'Mo- -
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SANTA FE, N. M.

"I have used your valuable Cascarets
and I find them perfect. Couldn't do
without them. I have used them for
some time for indigestion and biliousness
and am now completely cured. Recommend them to everyone. Once tried, you
will never be without them in the
family." Edward A. Marx, Albany, N.Y.
Pleasant, Palatable. Potent. Taste Good.
Lio Good. Never Sicken.Weaken or Gripe.
10c, 25c. 50c. Never sold in bulk. The genuine tablet stamped C C C. Guaranteed to
929
cure or your money back.
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BROS. COMPANY.

DON'T DELAY
Bfgin your Christmas Shopping Now. We
have ka large and varied assortment on
hand in our different departments for you
to select from and the prices are right.
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OUR AIM IS

Masons Elect Officers 'Last night
Montezuma Lodge No. 1, A. F. & A. M.,
held its annual election with the following results: F. B. Crichton, W. M.;
H. H. Dorman, S. W.; S. B. Grinishaw,
J. W., H. B. Cartwright, treasurer;
Alan McCord, secretary; R. J. Crichton, tyler.
Spanish Veterans Will Not Meet
The proposed installation of the new
camp of Spanish War Veterans, which
was to have taken place tomorrow
night has been called off, owing to the
inability of F. J. Smith of Albuquer-- j
(pie, to be present and muster in the
camp. Due announcement; wm ue
made of the time when the installation
is to take place.
Society Elects Officers The Mutual Protective Society on Sunday afternoon elected the following officers:
President, Canuto Alarid;
Telesforo
Rivera; secretary,
Pablo Griego; treasurer, Jesus Ortiz
y Tafoya; marshal, Higinio Pacheco;
stewards, Emiterio Rivera, Sarpio Romero and Antonio T .de Becker; jani
tor, Nicolas Rodriguez.
More Snow Tonight It cleared up
beautifully during the night and today was sunshiny, but the weather bureau continues to predict snow. Wednesday is to be not so cold as was
today. Last night the thermometer
dropped to five degrees above zero, the
coldest it has been thus far this
The maximum temperature
winter.
yesterday was 27 degrees and the relative humidity at six o'clock last
evening was still up to 71 per cent.
Elks'
Theate Tonight
Entire
change of program and the subjects
are good: No. 1, "Gold Seeker's
Daughter;" No. 2, "Matilda;" No. 3,
(a) "Marital Infidelity;" (b) "Pietro,
The Candy Kid;" (c) "The Old Fish
Gold Seeker s Daughter-doo- rs
btory."
isw the feature film, it is beautifully
colored and is an exceptionally good
picture. This reel alone is well worth
the price of admission, which remains
the same, 10 cents any seat. Show
from 7:30 to 8:45. Watch the paper
for our next bill.
Appoint Committee to Act At a
meeting last night of the Santa Fe
Operatic and Dramatic Association it
was decided by unanimous vote to
postpone until after the production of
Princess Bonnie, the matter of permanent organization. The temporary
organization last night unanimously
agreed that business matters of the
Princess Bonnie production and all
necessary arrangements for the same
be left in the hands of a committee,
consisting of Frank Owen, Mrs. R. L.
Baca, Charles Miller and Alan McCord. This committee will make arrangements with societies desiring to
sell tickets on a twentyfive per cent

To please our customers anu you can find
something for every member of the family
if you will visit our store.
FOR

PHONE 36

A

HALF CENTURY

THE LEADING DRY GOODS
IN THE

HOUSE

CITY.

OUR GUARANTEE
We guarantee a saving of one-thir-d
in fuel over any lower draft
stove of the same size, with soft coal,
lignite or slack.
2. We guarantee Cole's Hot Blast
to use less hard coal for heating a
given space than any base burner
made with same size firepot.
3. We guarantee that the rooms
can be heated from one to two hours
each morning with the soft coal or
hard coal put in the stove the
evening before.
4. We guarantee that
the stove
will hold fire with soft coal from
Saturday evening to Monday morning
1.

without attention.
5. We guarantee a uniform heat
day and night, with soft coal, hard

Mm

coal or lignite.
6. We guarantee every stove to
remain absolutely air tight as long
as used.
7. We guarantee the feed door to
be smoke and dust proof.
The above guarantee is made with
the understanding that the stove b
operated according to directions, and
connected up with a goo"1 flue.

i

basis.
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St. Michael's College
Santa Fe,
DIRECTED
BY THE

M

Mexico

CHRISTIAN BROTHERS

Oldestfand Most Popular Institution in the Southwest

?MVm COMMERCIAL LITERARY
&

ranch at Berino for $23,000 and L. M.
McCrimmon his ranch at Anthony for

SCIENTIFIC

Academic and Preparatory Courses
form Separate Departments

$24,000.

BOARDING and DAY STUDENTS.

(Continued on Page Eight.)

Send for

Prospectus!

Studies resumed September 1st.
BROTHER HERMES. President

TO ORE A COLD IN ONE DAY
Take LA XATIVE BKOMO Quinine Tablets
Prutrgists refund money if it falls to cure
K W. GROVE'S
signature Is on each
25c.

How's This?
We offer one hundred dollars reward for any case of Catarrh that Box,
cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh
Cure. F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo,
O.
780
We, the undersigned, have known
15
F. J. Cheney for the last
years, and
believe him perfectly honorable in all
business transactions, and financially
able to carry out any obligations
made by his firm.
Walding, Kinnan & Marvin,
tP
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.

'

HARDWARE CO

V

W
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Hall's Catarrh Cure

Is

taken

intern-

ally, acting directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system.
Testimonials sent free. Price 75 c.
per bottle. Sold by all druggists.
Take Hall's Family Pills for

li

W

8,W Cor. 6th.

&

"ope Sts.

Xjos

Angeles
California..

t class familv TTn
tel EUROPEAN PLAN
100 rooms,
25 private
baths.
All
outside
rooms, best ventilated
house in the city; two
A
i
Iilni'k frnm Pout, i
I
J"V-.U!Ir. very heart of clt
j
s s
for comfort
Ii' i If?1 unexcelled
mm con
ijiuiupii nLteuuun ana
'jpwssB cleanliness
Is our
motto; hot and cold

Undertaker and

Maimer

Pir--

J. O. MULLIGAN

FUNERALS

veuiunces

RESIDENorc
NIGHT PHONE
PICTURE

running water and
steam neat.
RATES 75c day special terms by month
Wahlngton St, OarM.direct to door.
I, BARRY, Prop.

Dun

giTen

c??u'

OFFIOR
PHONE'

OQ

FRAMING TASTEFULLY

AND

BUn

SATISFACTORILY

IfJA
15U
DONE.

WE DELIVtR FIRST

If

f
Quality Counts

P. O. BOX 219

t,

If Prices count for anything

If Experience Counts for anything in preparing Prescriptions

if

Mill
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Denver, Colo., Dec. 7. Forecast for New Mexico: Partly
cloudy with local snow in north
portion; tonight or Wednesday
not so cold.

Incorporated 1903.

HOTEL ACACIA
6th St.

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE.

DIAMONDS

Established 1856.

oth-

Se-gur-

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF
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ought to have your Business
7

Theargument is again in our favor.

Zook's Pharmacy
Phone
213.

.

"Tie Quality Drugist"

Phone
213.

We
Our

can interest you in either large or small quantity.

list of customers is rapidly

fe

growing this year

,

will appreciate your name among them.

TIME TABLE OF
LOCAL TRAINS

I
I

Denver and Rio Grande Railroad.
Train leaves for the north at 10: Jf.
a m.
Tra''n arrives from the north

4

one-fourt-

New Mexico Central.
Train leaves Santa Fe at 1:45.
Train arrives at Santa Fe at 5:25
Santa Fe Railroad.
Leave Santa Fe 8:23 to connect
with Xos. 10 and 2 from the south and
west, and Xo. 3 from the east at La
Junction.
Arrives at Santa Fe 11:10 a. m.
Leaves Santa Fe at 4:20 to connect
with No. l.from east. Arrives 6:50 p. m
Leaves Santa Fe 7:20 to connect
with 7 and 9 from the east and 4 and
ti from the west. Arrives 11:10 p. m.

SPANISH LESSONS
I

tdi7idual or Class Lassons
IN GRAMMAR
Care New Mexican
NOTARY PUBLTC

&

n

MILK

Telephone No 140 Red
MRS. OTTO RETSCH.

o

O.M. HOOVER & SON
Builders and Contractors
ESTIMATES
short notice
CEMENT WORK a SPECIALTY
PLANS

&'

Famished

ar

OJQ CALIEJITE HOT SPRINGS.

FRESH EGGS
CREAM

lf

-
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HAACKE

RAYMOND

f

UNCLE SAM BREAKFASTS ON
DOUBT DISAPPEARS
j
Freak Fruit Cnkp.
4.000,000 GRAPEFRUIT NOW.
Santa Fe Who Has a Bad
M.my housewives would say fruit cake
New Mexico Military Institute
made without butter was a freak. The
Back Can Ignore This Double
This Season's Invasion of the Fruit recite below will, however, fcive yon as
Proof.
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
rich, flavory a fruit cake as you ever lasted;
Does your back ever ache?
Despised 15 Years Ago, Reaches
West Point of th Southwest.
Th
is
no
there
butter
in
it:
jetMix
Enormous Proportions.
Have you suspected your kidneys?
four cups sifn.l pastry flour, one
Arruv Oftcers Detailed ty War Department.
Backache is kidney ache,
teaspoon smla. two level teaspoons
Armv Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS
mixed spices (except cloves),
h
With it comes dizzy spells.
Chicago, Dep. 7. Inu't it awful the
level teaspoon salt and two
"A."
the cups needed and quartered raisins. Aiid
way Uncle Sum has acquired
Sleepless nights, tired, dull days,
:ilso one-hanuts
cup
fine.
fewThrough Academic course, preparing youcp
chopped
in
disorders.
last
the
Distressing urinary
grapefruit appetite
" vol line, uiemi one-liCot- cud
men
fur college or for business life. Great
Cure the kidneys to cure it all.
hum winters supply, enuei toiene with one cup brown suear on.l
ji.'ars:
r-- .
, e un w '"
one cup mo- wr.
amount of open air work. Healtblets location
a.i.j
Doan's Kidney Pills bring quick re- arrived or sleamuig northward bv
lasses, one cup milk and then the flour
boat and speeding west by rail for mixture
of any MTIItary School tu the Union. Located
lief.
Kent well and bnke In two pans,
4 MMUtCf
his breakfast table,
Cottolene is used exclusively by many
from
n the beautiful
Pecos Vdiy the garden
spread
Bring thorough, lasting cures.
ocean to ocean, will exceed four mil- - housewives for all frying and shortening
You have read Santa Fe proof.
of the Weet
at an e'evatlon of 3.700
spot
lion boxes which means
approxi- - PurPs-s- .
Read now the Santa Fe sequel.
feet above sea level, sunshine every day, but
...
Renewed testimony; tested by time. match- a half billion pomelos.
Ittle rain or snow during session.
Manuel Delgado, HO Canon street,
That's the grapefruit's other name, hrought an enormous price, in some
E'even Officers aiid Instrtictcs, all graduSanta Fe, X. M., says: "The public pomelo, or worse yet, shaddock or ases as much as $15 or $20 per box.
from stardard eastern colleges. Ten
ates
statement I gave in favor of Doan's chadec. But if you ask the fruit ven- Tn;lt freeze wits the incident that
buildings, throughly furnished, heated, lighted
Kidney Pills in 1902 still holds good der on the corner for a pomelo he made the Pinellas peninsula famous,
modern !r all respects.
and
and I now readily confirm every word will merely give you a stare. They ,l,r there the crop was untouched bv
E. A. Cahoon. President; W
!
REGENTS
lrost
the
ihe
are
growers
or
to
those
him.
reaped
I then said about then.
For four
big.
grapefruit
Vice
G.
harvest
of
Hamilton,
President; J. Phelps White,
r,'at
practical monopoly
five years I was subject to attacks payellow globules that have beM.
W.
The
Atkinson
worth
",at
was
climate
come
'far.
of
the
Secretary, and W
at
Treasurer;
severe
so
of backache which were
brealjfast
millions
to
the
maximum
the
A Fllyan
people,
times that I was unable to work. I Uncle Sam's prospering millions in
during the past 19
For particulars and Illustrated catalogue
tried various remedies said to be cures such astonishing quantity. "Grape- - 'mixTature record
being !) degrees, as against
for troubles such as I had, but noth- fruit" because they grow in clusters yars
address.
Chicago. 114 in Fresno. 100 in
a
or so like enormous yellow 10:
COL. IA. W. WILLtON,
ing benefited me until I procured of dozen
Omaha, Helena, and Topeka,
d"epartThe United States
Doan's Kidney Pills at Stripling, Bur- grapes.
Superintendent
10?
in
St.
Louis
Yuma,
and
rows & Co.'s drug store. They quick- ment of agriculture has despaired of
11!' in Phoenix. 113 in
Atwles.
name
stick.
The
the
pomelo
ly proved their worth and effected a making
'allu Walla, 102 in Xew Orleans, and
cure which has been lasting. My ex- name shaddock is applied commercial- - thp IIU'an
average temperature 59 de- different
than
a
to
fruit
the
pomeperience with Doan's Kidney Pills has ly the fruit that resembles it
for
Krecs
January,
except
been so gratifying that I gladly recom- lo,
for a neck and for size, for the shad- Crowing, the grapefruit is spectacn- mend them."
15 pounds lar. dangling in great bunches of pale
commerce
dock
of
weighs
CO
For sale by all dealers. Price
or so. The Dutch are responsible for yellow glebes on a tree that attains
cents. Foster-MilburCo., Buffalo,
name pomelo, having corrupted a height of 30 feet. The fruit, no
These celebrated Hot Springs are the richest alkalin Hot Springs tn th
Xew York, sole agents for the United the
until it was pommelo longer despised, ships well, and its located In the midst of the Ancient world. The efficiency of these watert
"pompelnoes"
States.
tested by tb
been thoroughly
pungent flavor has made a piquant Cliff
miles west has
Remember the name Doan's and and finally pomelo.
Dwellings, twenty-fiv- e
to in th
miraculous
cures
attested
to
an
the
of
stomachs
jaded
appeal
Xot.
the
nianv years ago
grapefruit
take no other.
miles north of Santa following diseases: Paralysis, Rheuand
of
fifty
Taos,
nation.
overworked
it
is
such
That
was a thing despised, gastronomicalBar-ancmatism, Neuralgia, Malaria, Bright't
lv. but look at it now. Even in 1SS3 an "elusive product of pomologists Fe, and about twelve miles from
Notice for Publication.
Ria Disease of the Kidneys, Syphilitic
and
on
has
Denver
in
the
its
the
interest
heightened
Station,
an authority on oranges and their
Xo
Homestead Entry (Serial (OSS)
citrus ousins wrote: "When allowed Production and its marketing, and Grande Railroad, !rom which point a and Mercurial Affections, Scrofula,
sos:.
erowinsr soace thev continue to load h:ls "lade !t one of ,he conspicuously dally line of stage rung to the springs. Catarrh, La Grippe, all Female ComDepartment of I he Interior,
themselves down with fruit as large "nif"le Products of the new century, The temperture of these waters is plaints, etc. Board, lodging and bathU. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, X. M.
Th(' I'ome' was brought to Florida from 90 to 122 degres. The gases are ing $2.50 per day; $15 per week; $50
footballs-matt- ers
as
of wonder anil
Xovember 20, i'J09
Wither with other members of the carbonic. Altitude 6,000 feet. Climate per month.
Stage meete Denver
is all." Quite a contrast to the
that
Xotice is hereby given that Tiburcio
Citrus- h' the Spaniards, who, verv drv and delightful
.he
for Santa Fe train
entire
S('n"s
trains
waits
and
of
United States department
agriculLobato, of Leyba, San Miguel county, lure's recent bulletins on the pomelo nn,ler lorship of Ponce de Leon. year round. There U now a commod-lou- c upon request. This resort is attracX M., who, on September 19, 1904. -hotel for the convenience of in- tive at all seasons and is open all
Uncle Sam disdains the common first landed upon the east coast, of
Honda in the year 1513. From that: valids and tourists. People suffeing winter. Passengers for Ojo Calient
made Homestead Entry (Serial 03SS8) JlclIlHr.
Sec. 2S.
Xo. 80S7, for SE. 4 SW.
"There will alwavs be a good de- - tlme ntil 1821 they disputed j rases-- from consumption, cancer, and other can leave Santa Fe at 9 a. m. and
S10n f)f th,s s(ate wlth their enemies
of niand for a first-clas- s
XE.
NW. 4 Sl XV.
E.
fruit, well col- contagious diseases, are not accepted. reach Ojo Caliente at E p. m., the
e old worW and thp aborigines 'Tiese waters contain 1.626.24
Section 33, Township 12 X., Range 12 ored, well fed. carefully selected, well 111
grains same day. For further particular
u of alkaline salts U the
E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice packed and placed upon, the market
pt u..w.,s
gallon, being address:
of intention to make final five year in inviting shape.'
This is the offi- - of twenty
which time Great Britain controlled
laud
claim
to
the
to
establish
proof,
'
the
territory.
above described, before the Register ment station.
,
Oj j C1I saU. Ta)s. Co ant v- N M
the Spanish regime differ-nesse- d
During
witor Receiver, U. S. Land Office at Santa
have
Fifteen years practically
'p'-introduced
and
'1,r
'itr"s
frui's
this invasion of grapefruit inFe, N. M., on the 12th day of January,
1910.
to the bill of fare of Uncle Sam, f'"l'ivated in Florida. These, through
with the demand Increasing from a tht' agency of the Indian, were car-feClaimant names as witnesses:
a11 Parts
f llle state. To
Todosio Lobato, Adelaido Marquez,
meager thousands to the four rip1 ut
the
common lime, generally
this
day
Juan Baca, Benjamin Baca, all of million boxes of 1909, enough to make
a gorgeous necklace that would en- - known as the Florida lime, the rough
Lebya, New Mexico.
circle the earth at least one time. lemon anfl thp sou1' orange are to be
MANUEL R. OTERO,
is the official statement: "It is found in southern Florida growing
This
Register.
within
the last fifteen years or luxuriantly under such conditions ori-e-as
only
has been regard-- would leart one- - ignorant of their
so
the
that
pomelo
or
are
tickling,
tight,
Coughs that
&in and native nonie- - to believe them
commercial
as
a
fruit."
get quick and certain help from Dr.
Since the grapefruit was "discov- In'Ugneous to the soil on which they
-- TOShoop's Remedy. On this account
sland-thered''
commercially, largely through
Druggists everywhere are favoring Dr.
department of agriculture, its
Shoop's Cough Remedy. The tender
cultivation has grown in Florida, Ja-- , MILLIONAIRE CHANGES MIND
leaves of a harmless
ABOUT WANTING WIFE.
and the Isle of Pines to an
mountainous shrub give to Dr. Shoop's maica
enormous source of wealth and has
Cough Remedy its curative properties. been taken
Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Farg ,
up in California with Gives Vent to Some Trite Sayings All
Those leaves have the power to calm
He
j
Because
Found Out That
some
success.
Florida produces
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS. TRAVELERS'
the most distressing Cough, and to about one million boxes of the
I
total
Advertising Pays.
soothe, and heal the most sensitive four millions, and has become the
MONEY
7.
"There's,
ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Spokane, Wash., Dec.
bronchial membrane. Mothers should,
o
I am the
an
fool
like
old
and
one,
world.
of
the
garden
' Payable
for safety's sake, always demand Dr. grapefruit the
Throughout the United States. Canada. Mexico
experience of the pome- - victim of my own folly. I'm sick and
Taking
freedom
can
with
It
Shoop's.
perfect
and all Foreign Countries.
lo growers on the famous Pinellas tired of it all and I want to quit but
he given to even the youngest babes.
peninsula, near Tampa on the west they won't let me. I never want to
REMITTANCES SENT BY
Test it once yourself, and see! Sold by coast, whefre conditions have been see another woman as long as I live;
Co.
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because they're pestering the
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are made to perfection from our
iLumber) because the wood is
perfect in every particular aDd
free from every imperfection of
kaots, cracks and warpings.
Every foot of it is thoroughly
seasoned, dried and shrunk, so
t can be absolutely relied upon
by carpenters and builders, and
archi-tectall sensible, wide-awa- ke
hereabouts particularly
mention our Lumber in their
specifications.
s

Charles W. Dudrow
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J. D. BARNES. Aacnt

records wife."
William B. N'iedermeyer, a wealthy
show returns of some $700 per acre.
The trees are planted 70 to the acre, widower, !)9 years of age. with offices
with a minimum average yield of sev- - at 528 Rookery buih(Ln, Spokava,
en boxes to the tree. As a rule the who publicly announced 10 days ago
fruit is sold on the tree at an aver- - that he would share his fortune of
under , 35
age price of $1.50 a box, leaving ex- - $250,000 with a woman
pense of boxing, picking, and other years of age. if she came up to his
incidental bugaboos of the fruit grow- - ideal as a life partner, made this
'
er to the buyer. According to offi- - confession before fleeing the city to
cial figures this means $735 per acre, escape a throng of women responding
Raw land at $25 per acre, $50 for tc his proposal.
"Before I placed that little adver-7clearing, fencing and plowing, $25 for
r
in a California paper,
Msement
35
and
$33
cents apiece,
trees at
labor and fertilizer makes the ini- i" that if the right party answered
well, the wedding bells might ring,
tial expense total $135 per acre. It
takes four years to bring the gripe I tould not find a woman to take
orchard into bearing, practically as the Place at my lonely fireside," Nied-- .
Incident- - ermeyer said, "but now they're troop-al- s
long as an apple orchard.
and three years of care and fer- - ing in from all sides. I never
the first plant ized there were so many women in
succeeding
come to $115, or a total cost per acre the world. Most of them get right
of $250 before the grapefruit returns down to brass tacks, too.
"I have received letters from every
arrive to the grower. The fifth year
the crop reaches more than 140 box- - state, territory and province on this
es, amounting to $210 in the gross, or continent, except Texas, and every
$110 net. Following that, according moment of my time has been taken
to experience of growers near Largo, "P in answering letters and telephone
on the peninsula, the increase will calls and receiving applicants, most-ruto be
j ly young women, who seemed
Sixth year, 210 boxes, $315 gross, under the impression this is a
Such Is not the case, how- net.
Seventh year, 350 boxes, $525 ever. and 1 am BinS to be Sne until
is restored."
j Quiet
gross, $400 net.
'
With
this N'iedermeyer pulled down
490
735
gross,
boxes,
year,
Eighth
tne rH top of his big desk, hiding
$600 net.
letters
At the end of the eighth year the several hundred' unopened
total value of the acre grove amounts from curious eyes; drew the blinds,
telephone iii(striy
to $3,000. The net income during disconected the
that time will have amounted to nients, and, after slipping a generous
water-lacke-
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grow
estimate, though
ers assert that $2,500 an acre is no
unusual net annual profit
This commercial side of the grape- fruit, which puts them in the nug--!
has developed
class,
since northern visitors to Florida ac- i quired the taste which has now
spread so contagiously through the
tates. Some of them learned to
know and like the pomelo and a cer- tain demand was created by their de- sire for the fruit upon their return,
Somewhere about 1880 or 1885 the
first pomelos were shipped from the
state, sold in New York and Phila- delphia and netted the shippers about
fifty cents per barrel. This was the
beginning and betetr prices were
soon realized. The freeze of 1894-9greatly reduced the crop and the
small amount of fruit sold that year
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statehood bill prepared by the chairman of the House Committee on TerIts provisritories, was introduced.
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ions which had been carefully discuss
ed with President Taft during last
$3.75 summer, are of vital importance to
2.00 iho nonnle if the Territory and it. is
nniikelv that, anv changes will be
?5 made in them, for it is understood to

Santa Fe

New Mexico

OF SANTA FE.

E. C. ABBOTT,

Attorney-at-Law- .

The Oldest Banking Institution in
New Mexico. Established in 1870

0

be the administration measure. To
Santa Fe the clause fixing the capital
here only until 1913, is of much con-sequence, especially, since it is unlikely that the new state will commence
nmung the intelligent
business until Xew Year 1912. This
LABEL?
assures the capital to Santa Fe only
UNlON
for three years after which time, Santa
Fe must be prepared to make a fight
to
amendment
an
without
impossible,
at any time. If the capital were to be
THE PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE.
the constitution, to unite, under one
President Taft is too much possess-- form of action the proceedings at com- removed to Albuquerque or some othto
de- ed of the judicial temperament
mon law and proceedings in equity in er point in 191.7 it would mean a
write a message that will set the na- the federal courts, but it is certainly cj(ie(1 (ir0!) jU property values; it
tion afire with the boldness of its iot
impossible by a statute to smv would mean a temporary loss to every
statements or that will present radi,,n,3 nnri make short ana aneci uie business man and property owner,
cal departures from accepted policies.
both at law and eqmtj in
procedure
It does not lack positiveness and yet those courts. It is not impossible to whether within the city limits or withit breathes a conciliatory spirit, the out down still more than it is cut out
house without the city limits
result of weighing both sides of a down, the jurisdiction of the supreme now worth $1,000, probably wouldn't
It is difficult for a man court' so as to confine it almost wholly sell for $500, if the capital were re-tquestion.
of that character to say to another:
statutory and constitutional ques- moved, at least, not for some years
"You are entirely wrong, I alone am tions. Under the present statutes the thereafter. How foolish therefore the
right."
and admiralty procedure in the opposition to greater Santa Fe
The United States has abandoned equity courts is under the control of cause of the fear that the bringing
its isolated position as far as interna- the supreme court, but in the pressure into the city of the suburbs" might
tional affairs are concerned and al- of business to which that court is sub- - mean in those suburbs an increase of
most one half of the message is dea dollar or two in taxes on every hun-jected, it is impossible to hope that
voted to reviewing the relations of the
and proper reform of the fed- - clred dollars worth of assessment. Of
radical
United States with other nations.
eral equity procedure can be brought course, there always will be people
Of much importance to New Mexico,
about. I therefore recommend legis-- ; Who are so shortsighted that they
of course, is the declaration as to lation providing ifor the appointment would refuse to pay $15 extra during
statehood. This makes it plain, while
the President of a commission with the next few years even if the
an enabling act may be passed at this by
to examine the law and ment of $15 would save them $500
'
session of Congress, yet, there will be
procedure of the federal courts three years from now, but to the
no hurry to rush the Territory into equity
of first instance, the law of appeals New Mexican it seems as if the great
The constitution must be from those courts to the courts of ap- - majority of tax payers, even outside
statehood.
formulated, adopted and ratified be
ic niift to the sunreme court, ana the city limits, would tavor a greater
fore there will be an election of state the costs imposed in such procedure Santa Fe, rather than lose a point
officers. It will be January 1, 1911, upon the
private litigants and upon in the fight for the capital that will
therefore, before Xew Mexico becomes 'he public treasury and make recom- begin before another census is taken.
a state at the earliest calculation and mendation with a view to simplifying It will be of incalculable advantage to
it may be January 1, 1912, before the and expediting the procedure as far be a greater, a united Santa Fe in
Of course,
matter is consummated.
as possible and making it as inexpen- 1915. It is still time to bring this
all this time might have been saved, sive as may be to the litigant of little about, if the city council and the mayif the last legislature had done, as the means."
or will act promptly to call another
Xew Mexican advocated, authorized
The President recommends the en- election to decide whether Santa Fe
the holding of a constitutional conven- actment of a statute forbidding here- will be one united town in 1915, a town
tion during the summer just past. The after the issuing of any injunction or of 12,000 people, the largest town in
President says on the subject in his restraining order, whether temporary the Territory, or whether it will be ofmessage :
or permanent, by any federal court, ficially the fifth or sixth in population
"The successful party in the last without a previous notice and a rea- and thus handicapped from the start
election in its national platform de- sonable
opportunity to be heard on in holding its own in he scrap that
clared in favor of the admission as sep- behalf of the parties to be enjoined un- will surely begin in 1915 for the honor
arate states of Xew Mexico and Ari- less it shall appear to the satisfaction of being the capital of the Territory,
zona, and I recommend that legislation of the court that the delay necessary
STUDY THE STATEHOOD BILL,
appropriate to this end be adopted. I '.o give such notice and hearing would
From what the Xew Mexican learns
urge, however, that care be exercised result in irreparable injury to the
in the preparation of the legislation
terms of the Hamilton Enabling
the
court
also
unless
the
and
affecting each territory to secure de- shall from the evidence make a written Act introduced in the House yesterday
liberation in the selection of persons f riding, which shall be spread upon the are not near as liberal to New Mexico
as members of the convention to draft court minutes, that immediate and ir- as have been previous measures for the
a constitution for the incoming state, reparable injury is likely to ensue to Territory passed by the House. Sevand I earnestly advise that such con- the complainant, and shall define the eral of its clauses should be actively
stitution after adoption by the conven- injury, state why it is irreparable, and discussed and if found detrimental to
tion shall be submitted to the people shall also endorse on the order issued the future of the Territory should be
of the territory for their approval at the date and the hour of the issuance changed. Delegate Andrews can help
an election in which the sole issue of the order.
much in this and so can the Republishall be the merits of the proposed
can
organization. Inviting a fight for
The President recommends postal
constitution, and if the constitution is savings banks. He can see no reason the capital as nearly as 1915 can have
defeated by popular vote means shall for delaying action on this subject. no good effect. The date should be
be provided in the enabling act for a Following the example by President 1930, are even later, as no public good
new convention and the drafting of a Roosevelt, the chief executicve recom- can be served at all by contentions
new constitution. I think it vital that mends a
ship subsidy act. He recom-r.'e- i over the location of the capital. For
the issue as to the merits of the conds special legislation for the gov the present New Mexico will have its
stitution should not be mixed up with ernment of Alaska, an executive hands full without such fight.
The clause providing for the paythe selection of state officers, and that council to be appointed by the Presi-dert- .
no election of state officers should be
of the indebtedness of the Terment
an
of
elective legislature.
instead
had until after constitution has been H? advocates the conservation of na- ritory and its counties from the proand finally settled tional resources and the enactment of ceeds of a three .million acre land
fully approved
upon."
legislation which he promises to dis- grant should also be worded carefully
devotes
the
message
Naturally,
cuss in more detail in a special mes- so as to include the railroad Dona indebtedness of Santa Fe and Grant
much thought to the finances of the sage.
The wt)rd "valid" is used in
counties.
nation and the tariff. In fact, PresiAlthough the message advocates no
dent Taft says that perhaps, the most startling and new policies it will prob- the Hamilton bill, and while it is a
important question presented to the ably arouse more difference in opinion good limitation, it should be followadministration is that of economy in lhan any of the messages of President ed by a definition of "valid" so that
expenditures. This declaration reveals Taft's predecessors, for after all, Taft the argument that the greater part of
what will be the main claim to recog- touches upon subjects of most vital the Santa Fe county debt is "invalid"
nition on part of the tax payers, of the nature and upon which there is great can not be used.
The bill ostensibly wants to prevent
Taft policies, that of economy. A de- difference of opinion among the thinka vote on the constitution at the same
ficit of almost f 35,000,000 is anticipated ing people of the United States.
time as state officers are elected, but
by June 30, 1910, not to speak' of the
sum of $38,000,000 which it is xpected, . President Taft has been so aroused nevertheless provides for a vote on
it at the time of the territorial election
will be "disbursed by that date on the by the
iniquity and the damage done
Panama canal. This double deficit is the moral fiber of the nation by the when it will be tied up in the choice
to be met by the issue of Panama While Slave Traffic that he eoes out for Delegate to Congress, the memcanal bonds already authorized. If the of his way in his message to de- bers of the legislature and county
President's plans for economy are nounce it and to favor the appropria- officers.
Is it reasonable to suppose that canadopted, instead of a deficit by June tion of $30,000 by Congress to help
didates
for Delegate to Congress and
30, 1911, there will be a surplus of in suppressing it.
And what
the
$712,000. The economies are to be of nation ought to do should be supple- the candidates for the legislature,
two kinds: A saving in the perma- mented by the states in passing prop- would expend time, energy and means
nent administration of the depart- er laws and by communities in enforc- to be elected and at the same time
ments, bureaus and offices of the gov ing them. No city government should urge the acceptance of an instrument
ernment; and a postponement of pro- countenance- it for a moment, no which would result in their never tak
too much
jects and improvements such as those sheriff, no" police force, no district ing office? It is expecting
to suppose that a
perhaps of the reclamation service attorney, fio judge should show it any from human nature
and on rivers and harbors.
mercy. It is the most insidious evil vigorous campaign would be waged
for the acceptance of the constitution
The President speaks very thought- that confronts the nation today. No
at the same time as the election of ofcan
of
nation
the
endure,
strength
fully on the subject of greater efwhose manhood is sapped by immor- ficers that would be for naught in case
ficiency among government employes
Even a people soaked in whis- the constitution is approved. The tenand the encouragement and rewarding ality.
wine may retain some dency Would be otherwise, and even if
and
key
of superior ability. He advocates a rewill enable It to with' the document provided a proper funthat
strength
classification of the civil service with stand
no tribe or people damental law, it is very likely that it
but
decay
that purpose in view and also that su- have ever survived
debauchery such would be defeated by the efforts of the
perannuated public servants be grant- as President Taft seeks to suppress candidates of both parties who would
ed a itension.
by destroying the trade in white be engagad in a strenuous campaign
An important recommendation,
in slaves, a trade which is more con- for office.
fact, more important than will be ap- temptible, mere savage, more cruel
parent to the layman, is the recommen- than was the trade in black slaves
Governor Curry is right when he
dation for a change in judicial pro- at any time.
says that Albuquerque, the largest
cedure so as to prevent delays in the
city in the Territory, ouht to have
administration of justice and to reFor three days past, the highest the, largest and most prosperous Naduce the; cost to litigants. The mes- - temperature at Denver, Colo., was five tional Guard organization in the Tersags says::
degrees above zero, or the very low- ritory. Santa Fe has three National
"The expedition with which business est to which it fell in Santa Fe last Guard
organizations, Albuquerque
Is disposed of both on the civil and the night, the coldest of the winter.' Yet, none. It is well for Santa Fe to be
criminal side of English courts under Denver attracts many times the tour- ahead of Albuquerque in one particumodern rules of procedure makes the ists and healthseekers that. Santa Fe lar, but looking at It from the larger
delays In our courts seem archaic and does with its much milder winter and standpoint, it Is deplorable that thus
barbarous. The procedure in the fed- - cooler summer weather. There Is a far the efforts to organize a National
cral courts should furnish an example reason, and it is up to Santa Fe to Guard company in Albuquerque have
not been successful.
lor the state courts. I presume it is find it
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Charles B. Kehrman. the hat salesman from St. Louis, is in town a guest
at the Palace.
.
Attorney J. I,. Lawson, cf Alamo-gordoarrived last evening, registering at the Palace.
A. G. Cheney, a stockman from
Casper, Wyoming, is in town a guest
at the Modern.
A. W. Pullen, a traveling man from
Denver, was among last night's arrivals a' the Palace.
CharKs Springer, of Cimarron, Colfax county, was an arrival at the
Palace last night.
V. H. Jack, a stockman from Silver City, is in town on business,
stopping at. the Palace.
Hon. Charles A. Spiess has returned
to Las Vegas from Raton, and' Mrs.
Spiess from Albuquerque.
B. P. Hunt, a traveling man fiom
Racine, Wisconsin, was among last
night's arrivals at the Palace.
E. E. Ford, a St. Louis traveling
man, is in town selling a line of dry;
goods. He is stopping at the Claire,
M. A. Haynes, an inspector of the
revenue service, arrived from Denver last night. He is quartered at
the Claire.
Charles Neustadt, a merchant of
San Rafael, Valencia county, is in
town on a business visit. He is registered at the Claire.
Collector
T. C.
Deputy "Revenue
McConnel and wife, arrived last night
from Phoenix, Arizona, taking quarters at the Modern.
P. J. Coleman and family of Albuquerque, passed through the city yesterday being on their way home from
guests at 1he Palace.
R. S. Herbert, packing house representative from Las Vegas, is here on
one of his weekly visits. He is making headquarters at the Palace.
D. Baum, of Omaha, Nebraska, father-in-law
of Superintendent of the
Penitentiary J. V. Raynolds, is a visitor in Santa Fe, stopping at the
Modern.
Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Roeding, who
have been visiting Mrs. Roeding's par
ents in this city, Mr. and Mrs. J. A.
Carruth, have gone to Las Vegas to

are prepared for it and can handle
all your wants in the Hardware & Sporting
goods line.
We have Rifles, revolvers, carving sets
toy wagons, fancy plates, silverware
knives, scissors, razors, Icy hot bottles,
fancy clocks, tool cabinets, furniture,
percolators, chafing dishes, watches,

nut sets, skates, footballs, baseball goods

And Everything for

the Household

-

Assurance

Life

The Colorado

Company

Rational
Denver Colorado.

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of the Southwest
A

BERGERE, Manager for New Mexico.

AH,

Santa Fe.
1WLUL

1

Block

Catron

N. M.
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Properties; also SomeFine Bargains in Lots
and Fruit Ranches.

O

WATSON
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Catroaa. Elecle
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January transport.

addrees

on or

COMPANY
""S'aata

Golden
di.strists. Cerrillos,
Madrid,San Pedro, Stanley,
Hyer, Otto and
Fairiew, and will return by way of
the Cienega and Agua Fria schools.
Upon his return he will leave immediately for the northern school dis-

The Coming Christmas.

tricts.

This of all seasons make mankind more charitable
one to another. The spirit cf cheerful giviEg is recognized ia all civiliz2d lands at Yuletide.
Choose early if you would choose wisely

J. Probst, a merchant at
Rio Arriba county, is in Santa
Fe on business matters for two davs.
He says that considerable snow has
fallen in the mountains and hills. He
also reports that three surveying
corps are busy in the vicinity of Abi-- '
visit friends.
Jose Valdez, a trooper of the regular quiu, two of them for the ownersrail--of,
the Lobato grant and one for a
army at Fort Wingate, is visiting his road. Mr. and
Mrs. Probst were for
relatives in Santa Fe preparatory to mer residents
of Santa Fe.
on
the
the
Philippines
leaving for

Write Life, Accident, Health & Fire Insur:. :
ance in the Best Companies :
Write Surety Bonds for the United States
Fidelity & Guaranty Company : : : :
Have for Sale Several Modern Residence

If you want anything in the above line call

SANTA FE HARDWARE & SUPPLY CO.

re, W, M- -

NOW IS THE TIME

To have that SUIT cleaned, pressed and put in good shape
We will do it)
for fall wear.
We will charge j

Rjqjt

The Goldberg Cleaning and Pressing Establishment
208 WEST PALACE AVE
PHONE 203 BLA.OK

THE SANTA FE ABSTRACT,
REALTY & INSURANCE AGENCY

C.

Abi-quilt- .

I

W. T. Shelton, formerly of this
city, lately superintendent Of" the
Navajo agency at Shiprock, San Juan
county, has been summoned to Washington on important official business.
Mrs. C. J. Neice and daughter, Florence, have left for Washington, D. C,
where they will spend the winter with
Mrs. Neice's father, who is assistant
chief engineer of the U. S. capitol
building.
"Jefferson Raynolds, who has been
quite ill at his home on the boulevard
since his return from tne east, was
able to be out to attend the meeting
of the grant board held this morning."
Las Vegas Optic.
Colonel Venceslao
Jaramillo arrived last night from El Rito, Rio
Arriba county, coming to attend a
meeting of the regents of the
erican
school which
normal
takes place tonight. He is a guest
at the Claire.
Mrs. Emma Butman of Toledo,
Ohio, arrived late last night coming
to attend the bedside of her son T.
H. Butman not having learned of his
death until reaching Santa Fe. Mrs.
Butman is well along in years and
was prostrated by the sad news.
"Messrs. R. H. Sims and Mark B.
Thompson of Las Cruces, went to El
Paso last night, where they will join
the party of W. A. Hawkins aricl will
proceed from there with them to Columbus in Mr. Hawkins' special car.
for a two days' duck shoot on Palo-ma- s
lake, Mexico.' El Paso Herald.
"A. P. Tarkington, former adjutant
general of the National Guard of New
Mexico, is a vistior in the Meadow
City for a few days from Evanston,
Wyo., where he is now residing. Mr.
Tarkington expects to return to New
Mexico again some day and make his
home here where he resided for about
nine years." Las Vegas Optic.
Register of the Clayton land office,
E. W; Fox, has gone to Washington,
D. C, to look after his reappointment
to the office. He has the endorsement
of the Republican organization of the
Territory and of Union county. Receiver George W. Detamore is not so
fortunate, the organiaztion having endorsed Manuel Martinez for the place.
John V. Conway, county school superintendent, left this morning for a
week's visit among the southern school

We hive a splendid array cf servicible things to
pick from. You can find here many suggestions, a
few of which are mentioned below.

For the Baby

For 45 cents additional for a single
docket, or 55 cents additional for a
combination docket, they will be sent
by mail or prepaid express. Cash in
full must accompany
order. State
plainly whether English or Spanish
printed heading is wanted.

Dolls, Toys, and doll accessories,
Silver Sets, Spoons, Dish and
Furniture Sets.

The new Marathon racers, Toy

For the

wagons. Mechanical toys,
Books, English baby

Youngsters

The Spanish edition of the 1909
Laws of New Mexico are now ready
for delivery.
Price: Paper cover.
$3.25, plus 17 cents postage; full sheep.
$4.00, plus 20 cents postage. Address
all orders to The New Mexican Print
ing Co., Santa Fe, N. M.

Go-cart-

Lady

,

For the

Spanish-Am-

(INCORPORATED)
Room

19

Catron Block.

Does a general ABSTRACT

$20,000.00

.

to loan on Santa Fe Real Estate
at low rate of interest : :

WOOuY'S HACK LINE
Prom

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.

OF AMERICA

THE VALLEY RANCH
V'

:'

a,.

'vs.

Afamdns old Spanish Land Grant
beautifully and historically situated
on the Pecos River 7000 feet above sea
levql and 'Surrounded, by pine and
spruce covered mountains of upwards
to 13000 feet with sunshine every day
in the year such as no disease germ
can live In. The greatest health giving country In the world. 26 miles
east of Santa Fe.

'
'

,'

FARE

rtflin. $10.03 and $12 00 per week
Hdluu Saddle Horses, $1.50 per day

or

$5.00 per week.

Write today for Illustrated pamph t
ana an iniormjtion

CHRISTMAS

"S3?

$5.00

IIPEhM LAUNDRY

etc,

alleyHancHH.

acne to 2alre Fas

Tiling-

Sanger Comfortable,

Splendid trout fishing in
mer and all kinds, of hunting,
HORSEBACK
riding TENNIS

Mgr.

Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
the north bound' train and arries at
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than any other
Good convenient hack and
way.
.
good teams.

Sum-

J. F. MILLER

.

REAL ESTATE and INSURANCE business.

THE
SWITZERLAND

N. M.

Santa.-Fc-

M.

III

For Best Laundry Work
Basket leaves Monday Tuesday
Returns Thursday nd Friday.
AGENCY at O. K Barber Shop
P. O. BROWN,
Phone No 23
Red
Agent.

IS BUYING

TIME

IF YOU WANT TO GET
WHAT YOU WANT WHEN
YOU WANT IT GO TO

THE CHAS WAGNER FURNITURE CO.
TTud-erte-lcer- s

aaa.& Szxi1sebl3Q.exa

saTeTst

peeial mas bargains
'

Davenports, Leather Rockers, Couches, Ingrain Carpets, Fiber
Carpets, Axmister Rugs, Mission Dining Rooms Sets, Mission
Hall Clocks, Japanese Screens, Framed Pictures and Hundreds
of other Appropriate Articles.

In.

Young Man

Tor Mother

Hi Mil Ml
THE LEADING

I

FOr

U1.

Long Camonas, Hand made work
baskets, Silverware, Cut glass,
Fancy china, Table linen etc.
PiPes Ciar humidores, Felt
pers, A Victor or Edison Phono- graph will amuse the whole family

FfltllPr
laiUGI

g!

I

GROCERS.

Gift
etc

Hand bags, Music rolls, Fur sets,
Scissors or manicure sets, Mexican
drawn work, Handsome jewel
combs, Beautiful bed room slippers, Hand embroidered corset
covers, Xmas box writing paper etc
Neckties, Suspenders. Handkerchiefs, Military brush sets, Book-rack- s
in oak or bras, Shaving
Smokers
sets,
sets, Night robes,
Pajamas etc.

For the
Youn

s

A THOUSAND! OTHER

INTERESTING THINGS

VALUABLE
TO

AND

.SELECT FROM

W. N. T0WNSEND

& CO.

THE RACKET STORE.

The Original

KELLOGG'S
Toasted Rice Flakes
AND

Toasted Rice Biscuit
Used and

Battle Creek

flue

t

Indorsed by the

Sanitarium

J

more widly
used and feeds

ISTiS

Prese NTS

is

We have now in stock and are every day
receiving goods for Christmas.
We have an elegant line of gentlemen's
ties, hose a; d hose supporters, mufflers
etc.
For ladies an elegant line of plumes, ribbons, neckwear, handkei chiefs, hose, nil
kinds of fancy articles, embroidery patterns royal flosses and filo, dolls, statuary,
vases etc.
We cordially invite every one to call and
look over our stock and we feel sure we can
please you.

more people than any
other cereal. It is .the
most easily digestible
and the most highly nu
tritious of all cereals.

Try a Package.

.

La Moda Millinery

H.S. KAUNE&CO.
THESE

9.

Phone Black 78
It

a?

..I"

Catron Block.

PACE SIX.

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.

Louis Rockv Wit,

!we chi!dre!i, and no home
can be happy without t 'em,

4

Is to

i

Pacific

Comoany

Railway

PASSENGER SCHEDULE
In Effect July 14, 1908.
From
Moines

o 1,
itAlLY

is

S

t t
A

Miles From

O J) 8

1

No 2

Raton

DAILY

yet the ordeal through which
the expectant mother must pass
usually is so full of suffering
and dread that she looks forward to the hour with appre
s
rnena, r?y its penetrating ana sooinmg properties,
hension, mother
nervousness,"
ailavs nausea,
unpleasant feelings, and so prepares the
svstt-for the ordeal that she passes through the event with but little
suffering, as numbers have
V
col l "itI. ic
4....;ft...l'on,1
1J ii'iirth
ICMUH-ailU .X41U,
'
"v. lu II.
Pi li i ri I i
its weight in gold."

..in

prr bottle nf dnlirijists. Rook
of valuable inlonuaiiun uiuilrd tree.

11.00
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a, m.
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11 06 a. m
11 20 a. m
11 iu a. ra.
12 20 p. m,
12 45 p. m.
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7. 45
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ESSgSSESBS

VISIT

OUTLINE FOR EDUCATIONAL
PROGRAM AT ROSWELL.

MOTEL ARRIVALS

p.m.
a. m

Connects with E. P. A . W. Ry. train No. 124 arriving In Dawson, N
M., 6:15 p. m.
123 leaving Dawion, N. M.
. W. Ry. train No.
i Connects with E. P.
I:C5 a. m.
I Stage for van Houten, N. M., meet train at Preston, N. M.
C, & S. Passenger trains arrive and depart from Des Moines at fallows:
SOUTH BOUND.
NORTH BOUND
No. 8, 9:27 a. m.
No. 1, :0I a. m.
No. 2, 7:05 p. m.
No. 7. 1:12 p. m.
Track connection with A. T. A . F. Ry. at Raton and Preston, with C.
a t n.. Maine. E. P A 8 W at Colfax. N. M.. and Cimarron A
Northwtstern Ry. at Cimarron, N. M.
Cimarron, N. M., is depot i r the following points In New Mexico: Ocato,
Ravado, Aurora and Red Lakes.
lite Park. N. M., is depot for following points In New Mexico: Arroyo
Lobo
Elizabethtown,
Arrnvn Mnnrfn. Batdv. Black Lakt. Cerro.
and
Red
Taos
River
dt
Ranches
Taos,
Twining.
City,
Questa,
W.
J. van HOUTEN;
e. J, DEDMAIN,
Superintendent V Dres. and Gen WgrM- - Gen- - Pass Ageni
RATON. N.
RATON, N, M
RATON, N M.

El

TME BRADFIELD REGULATOR CO.
Atlanta, Ga.

Meeting Will Be Held Between Christmas and New Year and Should
Be Largely Attended.

Palace.
P. J. Coleman and family, Albuquer
que; w. H. jacK, silver cnj , J.
Miss A. M.
Alamogordo;
Arnold, Denver; R. S. Herbert, Las
B. Kehrman, St.
Charles
Vegas:

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 7, 1909.
The New Mexico Interscholastic Oratorical Association.
The fifth annual contest of the New
Mexico Oratorical Association will be
held at Roswell, Thursday evening,
December 30th. It is our hope to see
this the best in a series of contests
which have shown steady improvement from year to year. As usual two
contests will be held, one for higher
institutions and one for high schools.
Each will have its own set of judges.
The higher institutions which may
send representatives are the University, College of Agriculture and Me
chanical Arts, School of Mines, Normal University, and the Military Institute. All high schools in the territory are considered members of the
high school division. , Any school in
either division which sends a representative is required to pay the membership fee of two dollars. The officers
are: President,
of the Association
Supt. J. A. Wood, Santa Fe;
Supt. M. H. Brasher, Roswell. Owing to the resignation of
Prof. J. H. Crum as secretary and
treasurer, and the fact that several
who have been asked to take the office
made vacant found it. impossible to
assume its duties, all business of the
Association is being attended to by
the president of the Association.
In the higher institutions division,
the University and the Agricultural
College have reported that contestants
are ready, while in the high schools
division, Santa Fe, Albuquerque, Deming, Gallup, Roswell and Carlsbad are
prepared for the contest. A successful
meeting of the Oratorical Association

The New Mexico Journal of
prints the following general
of the program for the New
Louis; George F. Fischer, Milwaukee;
Educational meeting at Roswell DeA. W. Pullen, Denver: Charles Springer. Cimarron; Mrs. Emma Butman, cember 28 to 30:
Tuesday Session, December 28.
Toledo.
-- Eight o'clock.
Evening
Coronado.
Ad
Session President's
r.pneral
R. Rankin, Durango.
dress. Announcements, Social Hour.
Modern.
Wednesday Session. December 29.
D. Baum, Omaha, Neb.; T. C.
o'clock.
Morning Nine-thirtand wife, Phoenix; W. G. Ogle,
General Session.
Las Vegas; C. M. Coulett, L. H. Cher-ney- ,
1.
The Debt of the Public to the
A. G. Cheney,
Monte Vista;
Schools, Hon. Hiram Hatlley, Mesilla
Casper, Wyo.
Park.
Claire.
2.
The Most Vital Needs of the New
M. A. Haynes, Denver; ,T. O.
Mexico Public Schools, Hon. G. A.
Stanley; C. .1. Probst,
Richardson, Roswell.
B. P.
V. Jaramillo. El Rita;
::.
The Education of An Educator,
Hunt, Racine, Wis.; E. E. Ford, St. Dr. E. McQueen Gray, Albuquerque.
Louis; H. C. DeSallan. Denver; E. A.
4. Waste in School
Management,
Reefer, Milwaukee; E. H. Agee, New Supt. J. E. Clark, Santa Fe.
York; Charles Neustadt. San Rafael.
Afternoon Two o'clock.
General Meetings.
Hexamethylenetetramine
Institute Section. 3 to 4.
2
The above is the name of a German
County Superintendent's Section,
chemical, which is one of the many to 2.
valuable ingredients of Foley's KidHigh School and College Section.
ney Remedy.
Hexamethylenetetra- Schools Section.
Elementary
minei is recognized by medical texti
o'clock.
Eight
Evening
books and authorities as a uric, acid
General Session.
solvent and antiseptic for the urine,
Hon. Alexander Hogg,
Lecture
Take Foley's Kidney Remedy as soon
Texas.
Fort
Worth,
as you notice any irregularities and
Thursday Session, December 30.
avoid a serious malady. Sold by all
Eight-fifteeo'clock.
Morning
druggists.
Council Meeting.
Conference Music and Drawing Su
LETTER LIST.
pervisors, 9:45 o'clock.
Hon. Alexander Hogg,
Lecture
List of letters remaining uncalled 10:50 o'clock.
The Peace Movement in the Schools,
for in the postoffice at Santa Fe, N.
M., for the week ending Dec. 4, 1909. Prof. J. H. Vaughan, Agricultural ColIf not called for within two weeks lege, 11 o'clock.
Business Session.
they will be sent to the dead letter
y

is

Abi-qui-

TO THE EAST
Now in

&

NORTH

at Washington:
Archuleta, Lydia.
Baca, Encarnasion.

effect Via

'.

Baldez, Mr. Andres L.
Benner, Mr. Clarence.
Bishop, Mr. L.
Bradbary, Mr. Harry.
Carson, Mrs. Julia.
Consolidated Portarit & Frame Co.
Coriz, Pauline.
Driscoll, Mr. Asa.
Gallegos, Miss Margarita.
Garcia, Miss Clotilde.
Gutieres, Sr.. D. Judio.
Hanlon, L. C.
Hefur, Mr. H. C.

MEXICO CENTRAL

HEW

E. P. & 8. W. and Rock Island
A. N, BROWN

For f oil particulars,

lU, P.

Address

rlHloiiday

A.--

K,

P. & S, W.
El Paso Texas.

at:

I

TO

ALL STATIONS ON THE

Holder,

Stella".

Horn, Miss Mary.
Kelly, Mr. J. C.
Knight, Mr. Georce E.
"Leavey, Mr. Joseph S.
VLewis, Mrs. C. A.
Love'll, Julia.
Mae., Evlyu.
Manzanares, Mr. Adrian.
Merriot, Mrs. Fannie.
Montoya, Mrs. Concepsion.
Montoya, Tamoasita.
Murphy, Mary.

Narbais, Francisco.

DENVER & RID GRANDE R. Fi.
--)-

Colo.

enver

Including

Colorado Springs,
and Pueblo Colo.

One

Fare for
the Round

Trip
Also

anuary

MKHn
v w

For farther Information Call on, or Write
F.H. McBRIDE, Agent, or W. D. SHEA, T F.
SANTA PR. N. M.

&

P. A.

Olgiuin, Manuel.
Rich, Mr. August.
Rivera, Miss Elvira.
Rivera, Miss Elena.
Robinson, Mrs. O. H.
Rocheed, Jose.
Romero. Epifanio.
Romero, Benigno.
Romero, Tonisaldo.
Roybal, J. T.
Roybal, Martin.
Salasar, Sra. Da. Martina.
Sanchez. Miss Carmel.
Sandoval, Meliton,
Silva, Mr. Manuel Montoya.
Snyder, H. E.
Ulibarry, Mr. Eulogio.
Underwood, Mrs. E. C.
Valdez, Miss Celia.
Valencia, Mr. Vicente.
Watson, Miss Eleanor.
Webb, Dr. R. W.
Weeks, Mr. Stephen.
In calling for these letters please
state whether "advertised" or not.
S. B. GRIMSHAW,

Postmaster.
KOSWELL-TORKANC-

AUTOMOBILE

E

U. S. MAIL

AND

ROUTE.
ing at Roswell at 11:0 a. m. Saving
Passengers over 30 house between
these points over any other route.
Full equipment of modern Cars In
service securing comfort to passenand expert Chaufgers. Courteous
feurs in charge of every car. Seats
reserver on Auto by applying to
Agent of El Paso & Southwestern
Railway, or to Roswell Auto Co., Roswell, New Mexico.
Baggage allowance SO lbs. An?
amount of baggage can be carried
by notifying Company at Roswell.

PA SSENGER

Service Established Jan. 10, 1906.
Agents for the Buick, Pope Toledo,
and Kissel Automobiles.
Shortest route between Roswell and
tbe Pecos Valley to El Paso and
Santa Fe and all points in the
Valley and western New Mexico,
Automobiles leave Roswell daily at
1:00 p. m. connecting with trains for
Kl Paso and all points on Rock Island
Hallway.
Leave Torrance at 6:00 a. m. arriv

J. W. STOCKARD, managzr

Valley Trips.
Evening Eight o'clock.
Oratorical Contest.
Program of the County Superintendent's Section.
A. B. Stroup, Chairman.
1. What Policies Should Me Adopted in the Enforcement of the Vaccination Law?
Sight-Seein-

The old fashioned way of dosing a
weak stomach, or stimulating the
Heart or Kidneys is all wrong. Dr.
Shoop's first pointed out this error.
This is why his prescription Dr.
Shoop's Restorative is directed entirely to the cause of these ailments
the weak inside or controlling nerves.
It isn't so difficult, says Dr. Shoop, to
strengthen a weak Stomach. Heart or
Kidneys, if one goes at it correctly.
Each inside organ has its controlling
or inside nerve. When these nerves
fail, then those organs must surely
falter. These vital truths are leading
druggists everywhere to dispense and
recommend Dr. Shoop's Restorative.
Test it a few days, and see! Improvement will promptly and surely follow.
Co .
Sold by Stripling-Burrow- s

g

C. C. Hill. Roswell N. M., Supt.
Chaves county.
Colin Neblitt. Silver City, N. M.,
Supt. Grant county.
Mrs. Josie Lockhart, Raton, N. M.,
Supt. Colfax county.
J. A. Torres, Socorro, N. M Supt
Socorro county.
2.
Plans for the Enforcement of
the Compulsory Attendance Law and
the Results of the Same.
A. A. Kaiser, Carlsbad, N. M., Supt.
Eddy county.
John H. Haley, Carrizozo, N. M.,
Supt. Lincolu county.
May Vincent, Las Cruces, N. M.,
Supt. Dona Ana county.
Isaac W. Dwyer, Taos, N. M., Supt.
Taos county.3.
The Legal and Moral Duties of
the County Superintendent in the Administration of School Affairs in the
County.
George Burch, Santa Rosa, N. M.,
Supt. Guadalupe county.
M. Pikard, Gallup, N. M., Supt.
county.
Ney P. Gormon, Deming, N. M.,
Supt. Luna county.
4.
Items That Should Be Given
Attention by the County Superintendent on His Visit to Schools.
Mrs. S". F. Culberson, Portales, N.
M., Supt. Roosevelt county.
C. S. Gramer, Tucumcari, N. M.,
Supt. Quay county.
Bias Sanchez, Wagon Mound, N.
M., Supt. Mora county.
Chas. Burt, Mountainair, N. M.,
Supt. Torrance county.
5. The Greatest Needs of Our Rural
Schools.
L. Simms, Alariiogordo, N. M., Supt.
Otero county.
Bonifacio Montoya, Bernalillo, N. M .
Supt. Sandoval county.
J. M. C. Chavez, Abiquiu, N. M.,
Supt. Rio Arriba county.
Jos. Gill, Amistad, N. M., Supt. Un-iocounty.
C.
The Common (School Course of
Study. Its Advantages and Disad-

y

vantages.

Monday

Hall at
J.

E--

eac

of

at

MasoDU
7:30 p. m.
A. MASSIB.

Worthy Master
McCORD, Secretary.

Santa Fe Chapter
R.

A.

No.

I.

M.

Regular co
vocation second Monday ot
each month at Masi1
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
C. J. CRANDALL. h. P.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN. Secretary.

Santa Fe Commandery

No.

Resiilar conclave
BrJSiM fourth Monday in eacu
month at Masonic Hall al
1. K.

T.

rmr

:30 p. m.

H. F. STEPHENS, fi.
PERCT F. KNIGHT, Recorder.

C.

Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1.
14th degree, Ancient and Accepted
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meett
on the third Monday of each monta
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening t
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cordially invited to attend.
JOHN W. MAYES, 32,
Venerable Master.
HENRY F.' STEPHENS 32.
Secretary.

therefore assured.

t,
D. A. Paddock, prinNotice for Publication.
cipal schools, Hagerman, N. M.
Small Holding Claim No. 1235.
suSecretary, Mrs. S. F. Culberson,
Serial 012051. Not Coal Land.
perintendent Roosevelt county schools. Department of the Interior.
Portales, N. M.
United States Land Office,
Treasurer, Prof. D. C. Taylor, princiSanta Fe, N. M., Nov. 15, 1909,
pal ward school, Albuquerque, N. M.
Notice is hereby given that the folloCounty Superintendents' Section: wing-named
claimant has filed notice
President, A. B. Stroup, superintend- of his intention to make final
proof in
ent Bernalillo county schools, Albuof his claim under sections
support
querque, N. M.
16 and 17 of the act of March 3, 1891,
High School and College Section: (26 Stat., 854), as amended
by the act
President, Dr. B. S. Gowen, president of
21, 1S93, (27 Stat, 470),
February
Normal University E. Las Vegas, N. and
that said proof will be made beM.
fore Register or,Receiver, U. S. Land
Elementary Section: President, W. Office, Santa Fe, New Mexico, on DeD. Sterling, superintendent of city
cember 22, 1909, viz: Ramon Padilla,
schools, Albuquerque, N. M.
of Cerrillos, N. M., for the small holdExecutive Committee Supt. J. E.
ing claim No. 1235, Sec. 9, T. 15 N., R.
Clark, Santa Fe; Dr. T. W. Conway, 8 E. N. M. P. M.
Raton ; R. R. Larkin, E. Las Vegas, N.
He names the following witnesses to
M.
his actual continuous adverse
prove
Railroad Secretary: R. R. Larkin,
of said tract for twenty
possession
East Las Vegas, N. M.
next preceding the survey of the
years
Local Secretary and Manager of the
viz:
M. H. Brasher, township,
Roswell Meeting:
Martin Baca, Jesus M. Romero, Jose
superintendent of city schools, Ros- Padilla, Cosme Baca, all of
Cienega, N.
well, N. M.
Vice-Presiden-
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office

montn
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1st to 7th

Montezuma Lodge Ne
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Railroad Rates.
6. P. O. E.
The railroad secretary, Mr. R. R.
Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O.
Larkin, reports that the A. T. & S. F. holds its regular session on the secwill grant a round trip rate for the ond and fourth Wednesdays of eaca
Roswell meeting of one and
month. Visiting brothers are invite
fare. The New Mexico Central has and welcome.
DAVID KNAPP.
made a very generous rate of one
Exalted Ruler.
fare. Special arrangements have been J. D. SENA, Secretary.
made whereby teachers may leave
Santa Fe at 8 o'clock in the morning,
Knghts of Pythias.
Santa Fe Lodge No. 2, Knights of
arrive at Torrance at 12 o'clock, con
nect with the automobile line and Pythias. Regular meeting 1st anu 3d
reach Roswell at o'clock in the even Tuesdays in month at S o'clock in I.
ing, just one day being consumed in O. O. F. hall, San Francisco St. Visitthe trip. The round trip will cost only ing Knights invited to attend.
AUGUST REINGARDT, C. C.
$20.80 (Santa Fe to Roswell),
provided fifty tickets are sold. This spec IOHN K. STAUFFER. K. R. S.
ial train will connect at Kennedy, at
9 o'clock in the morning, with No. 10
Foley's Orino Laxative is best for
women and children. Its mud action
from the west.
and pleasant taste make it preferable
Officers of the Association.
to violent purgatives, such as pills,
President, Dr. W. E. Garrison,
tablets, etc. Cures constipation. Sold
Agricultural College, Agricultural by all druggists.
N. M.

Leth-erwoo-

i

Paso's

SOCIETY

FRATERKAL

Preventics, the new Candy Cold
Cure Tablets, are said by druggists to
have four special specific advantages
over all other remedies for a cold.
First They contain no Quinine, nothing harsh or sickening. Second They
give almost instant relief. Third
Pleasant to the taste, like candy.
Fourth A lar"e box 48 Preventics
Also fine for feverish
at 25 cents.
Co.
children. Sold by
Stripling-Burrow-

M.
Any person

;

who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof, or
who knows of any substantial reason
under the laws and regulation of the
Interior Department why such proof
should not be alowed will be given an
opportunity at the
time and place to
the wl
nesses of said claimant, and to cfaer
evidence in rebuttal of that submitted by claimant.
above-mentione- d

cross-examin-

s

vs.

.

No. 6551.

Eva L. Preston, Defendant.
In the District Court of the First.
Judicial District of the Territory of
New Mexico, sitting within and for
the county of Santa Fe.
The said defendant, Eva L. Preston,
is hereby notified that a complaint
has been filed against her in the District Court for the county of Santa
Fe, and Territory aforesaid, that being
the court in which said case is pending, by said plaintiff William J. Preston, the general object of said action
being the securing of a divorce by the
said plaintiff, William J. Preston from
the said defendant, Eva L. Preston, on
the grounds of desertion and abandonment, as will more fully appear by
reference to the complaint filed in
said cause, and unless you enter your
appearance in the said cause on or before the 11th day of January, 1910,
judgment will be rendered against
you in said cause by default. Messrs.
Hanna & Wilson, of Santa Fe, New
Mexico, are attorneys for plaintiff.
In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and seal of s.id District Court, at Santa Fe, New Mexico, this 16th day of November, A. D.,

Supt. J. E. Clark, Santa Fe, N. M.
J. M. Fifleld, Aztec, N. M., Supt.
San Juan county.
M. F. Desmarais, Las Vegas, N. M.,
Supt. San Miguel county.
L. C. Mersfelder, Clovis, N. M., Supt.
Curry county.
7. Recommendations as to the Items
1909.
for University Blanks.
FRANK W. SHEARON,
Jesus C. Sanchez, Tome, N. M., Supt.
Clerk.
Valencia county.
(SEAL)
John V. Conway, Santa Fe, N. M.,
By Ed. L. SAFFORD, Deputy.
Supt. Santa Fe county.
If you want anymrng on
J. P. Parker, Hillsboro, N. M., Supt.
try
New Mexican want "ad."
Sierra county.
--

--

MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.

NOTICE BY PUBLICATION.

Territory of New Mexico,
County of Santa Fe.
William J. Preston, Plaintiff,

e

Notice for Publication.
Small Holding Claim No. 1895.
Serial 012050. Not Coal Land.
Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., Nov. 15, 1909.
Notice is hereby given that the following named claimant has filed notice of his intention to make final
proof iu support of his claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
3, 1891 (26 Stats.,' 854), as amended
by the act of February 21, 1893 (27
Stats., 470), and that said proof will
be made before Register or Receiver
U. S. land office, Santa Fe, N. M., on
December 22, 1909, viz. Pedro Padilla
of Cerrillos, N. M., for tne small holding claim No. 1895, Sees. 9 and 16, T.
15 N., R. 8 E., of the W. M. P. M.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse
possession of said tract for twenty
years next preceding the survey of the
township, viz.:.
Martin Baca, Jesus M. Romero, Jose
Padilla and Cosme Baca, all of Cienega, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest,
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial reason under the laws and regulations of
the interior department why such
proof should not be allowed will be
d
given an opportunity at the
time and .place to
the witnesses of said claimant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
of that submitted by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
,

above-mentione-

cross-exami-
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manner added to her charm as
speaker.
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Meeting Emergencies

PRESIDENT RECOMMENDS
STATEHOOD FOR NEW MEXICO.

LOREnO

(Continued

from

For the chilly mornings and
evenings of early Fall and Spring
or the more bitter days of Winter in the house, in the bungalow, any place where heat is
needed in a hurry, the

rage One.)

merce laws which will be discussed in
a special message.
The President says the actual loss
growing out of the transmission of
second class mail matter amounts to
about $(5:5,000,000 a year. Congress,
whether
VOCAL
MO INSTRUMENTAL he says may well consider
radical steps should not be taken to
reduce the deficit by imposing a highrate of postage on magazines and
er
Pupils Acquitted Themselves
President Taft says he
periodicals.
Well in Rendering Difficult
is convinced the people desire postal
Selections.
savings banks and that thev will be
productive of the utmost sood. He
A music feast, both dainty and says of them:
substantial, was given last night by
"They will furnish a satiif?ctory
the pupils of Loretto academy in the substitute for the system of a governLoretto auditorium where a good siz- ment guaranty of deposits, which, with
ed audience of music lovers gathered deference to those who advocate it.
despite the cold weather and snow seem to me to have in it the 'f eds of
covered streets. The entertainment demoralization to conserve banking
reflected credit on the pupils, many and certain financial disaster."
of whom are quite young and on the j
The President earnestly recommi tidgood Sisters whose painstaking care ed
the passage of a ship subsidy bit!.
successful
so
has made the academy
In
recommending separate statehood
for the past half century or more,
Mexico and Arizona, PresiNew
for
a
like
well
The program,
arranged
menu, was a varied one and there dent Taft advises that after the adopwere numbers in it to appeal to the tion of a constitution, it be submitted
lovers of classic music as well as to to the people for approval. State ofthose who appreciate merely simple ficers should not be elected until after
the constitution has been settled upon.
melodies.
It was opened with a selection,! "With respect to Alaska," said the
'Calm is the Sea" for the chorus of. President, "I recommend legislation
a hundred or more voices. The six'--! which shall provide for the appointteenth or final number of the program ment by the President of a governor
was also sung by the chorus, "Sing and also of an executive council, the
On," by Victor Hammel, being the members of which shall, during their
name of the piece. In both selections term of office, reside in the territory
the chorus displayed a precision of and which shall have legislative powattack and a richness of tone that ers sufficient to enable it to give the
showed it had been well selected and territory local laws adapted to its preswell drilled. The youthful voices oi ent zrowth. I strongly deprecate legthe singers lent a freshness to the islation looking to the election of a
chorus that was peculiarly agreeable territorial legislature in the vast disas the applause testified.
trict."
Vocalists Score.
The President mentions the necessity
The lovers of vocal music found for
legislation looking to the further
several gems to arouse their enthus- conservation of natural resources and
iasm. One of the singers was Miss announces that a
special message on
Margaret McGinnis of El Paso. Her this subject including that of watervoice was heard
rich mezzo-sopran- o
reclamation, irrigation, reforestto advantage in the song "Star of ways,etc., will be sent
to Congress
ing,
been
has
she
Bethlehem."
Although
early.
studying singing only a few months
Transfer of control over the lighther voice seemed well developed in
all its registers and she sang with houses to a suitable civilian bureau is
ease and showed good breath con- recommended, because of frequent
trol. Her piano accompanist, Miss friction due to the absence of any cenElizabeth Marks, also of El Paso, lent tral independent authority.
White slavery is discussed, the view
sympathetic support. In another
number, a duet, Miss McGinnis and being that there is urgent necessity
Miss Mary Beatrice McEniry of El for addition legislation and greater exPaso, merited the applause they re- ecutive activity to suppress it.
"I believe it to be constutional ,"
ceived. Miss McEniry has a rich contralto voice which she knows how to the President says, "to forbid under
use remarkably well for a girl who penalty the transportation of persons
is just in her teens.
for purposes of prostitution across naThe eighth number of the program tional and state lines; and by approwas "Our Lady of Loretto" sung by priating a fund of $50,000 to be used
a select chorus of fifteen voices. This by the secretary of commerce and
proved one of the music gems of the labor for the employment of special inevening, and aroused much enthusi- spectors, it will be possible to bring
asm.
those responsible for this trade to indictment and conviction under a fedPianistes of Ability.
One of the pleasing features of the eral law."
The President says that while the
program was the talent displayed by
the pianistes. For years the piano; medical departments of the army and
has been recognized as the sign of navy must be kept separate there
culture and refinement and nearly seems no reason why all the other buevery cultured household has such reaus and offlcrs in the general governan instrument. Hence the importance ment which have to do with the pubthat is attached to it. All of the lic health should not be united in a
pianistes heard last night displayed bureau to be called the "bureau of
fine technique, and a musical under- - public health."
studying that proclaimed the artistic
In conclusion the President says:
temperament. Five of the pianistes-hai'Speaking generally the country is
from El Paso. They are Misses in a
high state of prosperity. There is
Margaret McGinnis, Elizabeth Marks, j every reason to believe that we are on
Virginia Ryan, Rose Mary Bennett the eve of a substantial business exand Mary Beatrice McEniry. Three
and we have just garnered a
are from this city Misses Edith Ham-pe- l, pansion
in the market
harvest
Frances Anaya and Lena Lor- value of unexampled
our agricultural products. The
enzo. Miss Mary Murphy, another
high prices which such products bring
pianiste is from Denver. Only the mean great
prosperity for the farming
student of the piano knows the tasks!
but. on the other hand
community,
that have to be mastered to play well
mean
a
very considerably inthey
enough to be heard In concerts and
burden
creased
upon those classes in
the ease with which these young ladies last night ran over scores brist- the community whose yearly compennot expand with the imling with technical difficulties must sation does
have been gratifying to their teach- provement in business and general
ers.
prosperity. Various reasons are given
The lovers of the violin, considered for the high prices. The proportionate increase in the output of gold
by many the "king of instruments"
exgave Miss Katherine McGinnis who which today is the chief medium of
played "Le Reve d'un Ange" on this change and is in some respects a
instrument, a warm reception. Miss measure of values, furnishes a subMcGinnis displayed graceful bowing stantial explanation of at least part of
increase in
and a sympathetic tone. She was ac- the increase in prices.-Thcompanied on the piano by Miss Mar- population and more expensive modgaret McGinnis, one of the best pian- ern living of the people, which have
not been accompanied by a proportionistes at the academy.
There were two recitations. The ate increase in acreage production may
first was by Miss Eva Kitchen of furnish a further reason. It is well
She
"Minnie's tto note that the increase in the cost
recited
Gallup.
Christmas Party". Her enunciation of living is not confined to this counwas good and her voice well Trained. try, but prevails the world over and
The second was by Miss Rose Mary that those who would charge increases
Bennett of El Paso. She recited in prices to the existing protective
"Our Guide in Genoa and Rome". Her tariff must meet the fact that the
delivery was good and her ease of rise in prices has taken place almost

Large Audience of Music
Lovers Hears Last Night's
Concert
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After exposure, and when you
a
l.ox lv.
cold routing oil, take Foley's Heiiey riiiu i
and Tar, the great throat and Inns
remedy, it stops the cough, relieves
FOR SALE A second-hansteam
the congestion and expels the cold boiler in
It will be
gcod condition.
from your system.
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NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Pecos Forest Reserve.
Xot Coal Land.

NORTH POLK d.scove.,-- by Americans. Cook's own .story and Peary's
Of t i i i n 'i interest.
expedition.
No. n::fM3.
like wild tire. Outfit, ftee. Ilii!
of
the
Interior.
Department
fully meets the emergency
Act quick. Zieglcr Co.. :'i;T
U. S. Land OhVe, Santa Fe. N. JI. ; terms.
mrth St., Philadelphia.
November 2:1, PiOit.
never goes
Notice is hereby given that Kugenio
wrong in a class all by itself,
Martinez y Lujan, of Laiuy, X. M.,
Teachers' Monthly Report, t sheet.
who. on Nov. la, 1 ' . made HomeDistrict Clerks' Annual Report,
Infinite pains have been taken to make it perfect.
stead entry Serial No. o:;!M3, No. S151 shoot.
for the northeast quarter, (NE
Land Office Blanks.
section IS, township 11 N, range 11
Homestead Entry,
sheet.
K, N. M. P. Meridian, litis filed notice
Turn the wick high or low there's no smell the autol
Affidavit,
of intention to make final five year
matic smokeless device prevents it no smoke either just proof, to establish claim to the land sheet.
Proof, Testimony of Witness,
a steady glowing heat.
above described, before Register and
full
sheet.
Receiver, U. S. land office, a' Santa
of
Requires little care burns nine hours indicator on Fe,
Proof, Testimony
Claimant,
X. M., on the 30th day ot Decemfull sheet.
brass font shows contents at a glance. The ONE PERber, 1009.
Desert Land Entry. Declaration of
Claimant names as witnesses:
FECT Oil Heater. Various styles and finishes.
full sheet.
Isidro Ribera, Antonio Jose March, Applieant,
Every Dealer Everywhere. If Not at Yours, Write for Descriptive Circular
to the Nearest Agency ol the
12
Deposition of Witness.
Luis Martinez. Agustin Gonzales, all
sheet.
New
of
Mexico.
Lamy,
CONTINENTAL OIL COMPANY
full sheet.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Yearly Proof,
(Incorporated)
Final Proof.
sheet.
Register.
Contest Xotice,
sheet.
Affidavit to be filed before conk st,
Foley's Honey and Tar is the best
and safest cough remedy for children.
sheet
At the first symptoms of a cold, give
Affidavit of Contest Against
in
those
wholly
products of factory TUSKS AND BONES OF
as directed, and ward off danger of
sheet.
Kntryman,
and farm in respect to which there has
PREHISTORIC ANIMAL.
Xotice of Intention to make final
croup, bronchitis, sore throat, cold in
been either no increase in the tariff
It proof,
the head, and stuffy breathing.
s,
sheet.
or in many instances a very consider- Animal of the Mastodon
That brings comfort and ease to the little
Type
Additional
sheet.
Entry,
able reduction."
Lived Before Human Beings
ones. Contains no opiates or other
320 Homestead
Entry,
Existed in West.
harmful drugs. Keep always on hand sheet.
and refuse substitutes. Sold by all
Small Holding Proof, Affidavit of Applicant, full sheet.
Spokane, Wash., Dec. 7. Turks druggists.
sheet
Relinquishment,
GET BUSY AND QUIT KICKING. and bones of what appear to be the
BLANKS
sheet.
Township
Plats,
To the Editor of the New Mexican, skull of a pheristoric animal were
Township Plats, full sheet.
unearthed by laborers on Joseph
Printed and for sale by New Mexi-- i
and the Citizens of Santa Fe.
General Blanks.
Geiger's ranch on Dutch flat in the
Bond for Deed.
In my opinion the article hy "The Palouse wheat belt in southeastern can Printing Company, Santa Fe, X.
sheet.
Mex.
Bond
of
sheet.
Indemnity,
in
of
New
the
two
issue
the
and a half miles
Booster,"
Washington,
Mining Blanks.
General Form,
Bond,
sheet.
outhwest
of
One
the
of
timePomeroy.
on
a
was
ISth
the
Mtjtican,
ult,
Additional and Amended Location
Certificate of Marriage, 75c per doz.
70 inches
is
in length and
tusks
an
one.
was
article
It
that should measures 18 inches
ly
sheet.
Official Bond,
sheet.
at the base and Certificate,
be read, remembered and acted upon
of Publisher,
sheet.
Agreement
Xotice of Sale Under Foreclosure
43
brokis
The
other
weighs
pounds.
sheet.
Proof of Labor,
not only by the "business men" of en. The tusks were about 20 inches
of Mortgage, full sheet.
sheet.
Notice of Mining Location,
Certificate of Election,
sheet
Santa Fe but by every individual re- apart on the skull and spread 36
Title Bond and Lease of Mining
inches
between
of
Letters
will
the
Efforts
sheet.
Guardianship,
tips.
in
Santa
Fe, men, women, and
siding
sheet.
be made to exhume the rest of the Property,
Bond and Oath, 2 sheet.
Guardian's
no
matter
whether
children,
promi- skeleton.
sheet.
Placer Mining Location,
It is believed this is the
Letters of Administration,
sheet.
nent of obscure; no matter whether remains of an animal of the mastodon
Title Bond of Mining Property,
Administrator's Bond and Oath,
rich or poor; no matter whether in type, but of an age preceding by cen- sheet.
sheet.
sheet.
Mining Deed.
business or out of business "every turies that to which the bones of
Letters Testamentary,
sheet.
sheet.
Mining Lease.
Declaration in Assumpsit,
sheet.
little helps," and support, whether mammoths found heretofore in other
Coal Declaratory
Statement,
parts of the Inland Empire belonged.
Declaration in Assumpsit, on Xote
financial or moral will be of benefit A
portion of the broken tusk was sheet.
sheet.
in this matter.
found on Geiger's farm about six
Statement with
Coal Declaratory
Satisfaction of Mortgage,
sheet;
AfSince the advent of Dr. J. P. Wag- years ago, but little attention was Power of an Attorney,
of Mortgage,
sheet.
Assignment
to
it
until the discovery of the fidavit and Corroborating
M. A. Otero, Hon. paid
ner,
sheet.
Lease,
sheet.
G. W. Prichard, Don Miguel Chavez, skull and the long ivories a few days Affidavit,
Lease of Personal Property,
If
recovthe
can
skeleton
be
sheet 6heet.
Xotice of Right to Water,
and others into the affairs of Santa ago.
Fe the spirit that was born and en- ered it will be sent to one of the
Forfeiture or Publishinz Out of Chattel Mortgage,
sheet:
sheet.
tered into the "old town" with Kear- institutes to be mounted for exhibi- Xotice,
to
Warrant
full sheet.
Appraisers,
tion purposes.
sheet
Affidavit of Assessment,
ney in '46, the spirit which received
Power of Attorney,
sheet.
new life, new blood, new strength
Stock Blanks.
Renewal of Chattel Mortgage,
Served as coffee, the new coffee subwith the entrance of several other
Bill of Sale Animals Bearing Ven- sheet.
to
known
grocers everywhere dor's Recorded Brand,
sheet.
people in the '60s, the spirit which stitute
sheet.
Acknowledgment,
Bill of Sale, in Books of 25 Blanks,
says; "To hell with the other fel- as Dr. Shoop's Health Coffee, will trick
sheet.
Deed,
Mortgage
even
a
coffee expert. Not a grain of 40c
lows so long as I personally succeed"
per book.
Mortgage Deed without Insurance
is being slowly strangled. It is not real coffee in it either. Pure healthBill of Sale Animals not Bearing Clause,
sheet.
ful
toasted grains, malt, nuts, etc., Vendor's Recorded Brand,
dead but moribund. Let's kill it, for
sheet.
Official Bond, Road Supervisor,
so
been
to
have
as
blended
is
the
it
cleverly
only way
by killing
utterly
Bill of Sale Range Delivery, 1 4 sheet.
to keep life in the new child which give a wonderfully satisfying coffee sheet.
sheet.
Option,
has been born within the last few taste and flavor. And it is "made in a
sheet.
Bill of Sale,
of
sheet.
Xotice
Protest,
years, the one which says 'for the minute," too. No tedious 20 to 30
Authority to Gather, Drive and
Xotice of Publication,
Xotaries'
of
for
the
Santa
Andrews.
minutes
Frank
Fe,
glory
greater
boiling.
Handle Animals Bearing Owner's Re- sheet.
good of the whole not for one, but
sheet.
corded Brand,
sheet.
Warranty Deed,
for all! It is a weakly child, and NEW KIND OF TARGET
to Gather, Drive and
Authority
sheet.
Quit Claim Deed,
needs care and nourishment. It is
AT LEON SPRINGS.
Handle Animals Xot Bearing Owner'r
Application for Bounty for Killing
of the same blood that has made San
sheet.
Recorded Brand,
4
Wild Animals.
sheet.
Francisco, Los Angeles, Kansas City, It Will Brinn About Better Marksmansheet.
Brand.
of
Certificate
and
sheet.
Sale
Deed,
InBargain
in
Denver, and that is making El Paso
so
Its
the
ship
Army
sheet.
Sheep Contract.
Deed of Trust, full sheet.
"not for one but for all."
ventor Claims.
Justice of the Peace Blanks.
A hotel, such as is contemplated
Release of Deed of Trust,
sheet
Bond.
sheet.
Appeal
in the De Vargas, is of vital necessity
sheet.
Butchers' Bond,
San Antonio, Tex., Dec. 7. In order
sheet.
Appeal Bond, Criminal,
for the keeping alive of the new to better the
Sheriffs' Monthly Report of Limarksmanship of the
sheet.
Bond,
Appearance
is
The
since
sheet.
censes.
spirit.
past army, the war department has adopted
day
long
when four walls and a roof satisfies for
Appearance Bond on Continuance,
of the Assessors, full sheet.
Report
use, and will install at the
general
sheet.
(J. P.),
the average person with his hotel ac- Leon
sheet.
Application for License,
reservation,
Bond of Appearance,
(District
man near Springs amilitary
commodations.
The business
Retail Liquor License.
sheet.
new kind of target.
this city,
sheet.
will, when upon business bent, stand While the old
sheet
Notice of Conveyance,
targets the results had Court),
sheet.
for most anything. When away for
Justice
Report,
Quarterly
sheet.
Deed, City of Santa Fe,
to be established by counting
the
2
sheet.
Bond to Keep the Peace,
pleasure, recreation or health he and holes made in them by the bullets, the
Deed, City of Santa Fe, full sheet.
his must have the best that money
sheet.
Criminal
Complaint,
for Marriage License,
new
in
Application
ones
much
will
very
collapse
can buy. It is this ever increasing
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Com
sheet.
a
fashion
of
wounded
the
man,
being
demand for the best, the most modsheet.
plaint,
sheet.
Certificate of Birth.
ern, and the luxuries of life in hotels mounted on pivots for that purpose.
and Detainer, SumForcible
Entry
of
sheet.
Certificate
Depth,
run
on
The
also
new
and
rails
targets
that has caused the spending of hunmons, 4 sheet.
Butchers'
in- Xotices,
Shipping
movements
reason
for
of
the
this
dreds of millions for their perfection
sheet.
Replevin Bond,
6heet.
and betterment throughout the UniForcible Entry and De
Execution
In
Promissory Xotes, 25c per pad.
Even
Pure
Sanitary
in
ted States
the past twenty years.
sheet.
tainer,
&
50c
25c
Receipts, 25c per pad.
Santa Fe is destined to be a great Enough
sheet.
Cost Bond, 4 sheet
Tubes Replevin Writ,
health and resident resort and the to Eat iff OfhlUU UB FlHAlA
Affidavit, 4 sheet.
Replevin
Spanish Blanks.
sooner the proper accommodations
ilium
Peace Proceedings, Complaint, 14
Auto de Arresto,
,
pliego.
for the care of healthseekers,
sheet.
Auto de Prision, 4 pliego.
tourists and the traveling
sheet.
Warrant,
Declaracion Jurada,
pliego.
public generally are erected and
sheet.
Commitment,
Certificado de Nombramietto, 14
maintained the quicker the fulfillment
sheet.
Attachment Affidavit,
of destiny.
pliego.
AsIc
sheet.
Attachment
Bond,
Fianza Oficial,
The Sisters of Charity of our city
pliego.
sheet.
Attachment Writ,
are erecting a magnificent" building
Fianza Oficial y Juramento,
as
Summons
Garnishee, ,
Attachment
There Is enough Kondon's Catarrhal
for the accommodation of invalids.
pliego.
Jelly in this free sample sent for a
sheet.
Sister Mary Charles, the efficient SisFianza para Guardar la Paz, 12
penny postal for several days'
relief
from
to stive instant
sheet.
Execution,
ter Superior, realizing the necessity
pligeo.
cold in the head or nasal catarrh, etc.
sheet.
Summons,
for a modern
This wonderful, pure remedy (in saniContrato de Partido,
building, so
pliego.
to the raw
4
sheet.
tary tubes) is applied direct and
Subpoena,
that all the comforts as well as abEscritura de Renuncla,
pliego.
healing
surfaces. It is so soothing
J. P. Complaint,
sheet.
solute necessities can be furnished,
that it gives instant relief, and its conDocumento Garantizado,
pliego.
forms
all
cure
will
4
tinued
use
permanently
Is sparing neither time, money nor
sheet
Capias Complaint,
de Bienes Muebles,
of catarrh. Over 35,000 drufffrists sell it
Hipoteca
sheet.
Search Warrant,
in 25c and 50c tubes. Doctors, nurses,
energy in keeping up with the depliego.
sample
druggists recommend it. The
Blanks.
School
mand..
toor
write
Documento de Hipoteca,
proves. Ask your druggist
pliego.
2
The De Vargas is a necessity. Cosheet.
Enumeration
for
free
Form,
day
sample.
extensa
Documento
Garantizado,
lorado Springs boasts of an income of
Teachers' Certificate,
sheet.
Kondon Manufacturing Co
forma entera, full sheet.
Minneapolis. Minn.
from $15,000,000 to $20,000,000 a year
Contract for School Teacher, 1 2
from the traveling public. Santa Fe
sheet.
Mrs. S. Joyce, Claremont, N. H..
should have as much or more. Get
Teachers' Term Register, full sheet writes: "About a year ago I bought
busy, quit knocking,
Contract between Directors and Tea- two bottles of Foley's Kidney Remequit kicking,
help this dear old city of ours not
sheet
chers,
dy. It cured me of a severe case of
only to catch up with the times, but
sheet. kidney trouble of several years standOaths of School Director,
to be a leader In everything pertainof ing. It
Certificate of apportionment
certainly is a grand, good
ing to the good of the Great SouthSchool Funds,
sheet.
and I heartily recommend
medicine,
west.
J. H. SLOAN.
sheet.
Contract for Fuel,
it" Sold by all druggists.
Device)

never smokes

Mo-hi-

;

!

Automatic Smokeless Device

Non-Minera-

j

DOWN PEOPLE

fantry. cavalry an.l artillery, deployed
or fi; masse, can easily be sisn'ilated.
Tli.- body of the r.ew target K made
of sir.'! in order to cause the impact
necessary io throw it over, the bullet
penetraiina any other material. With
FOIl
the oiil style target it was
ary
to
the frame in order that writer.
new scores niiht b- counted.

f . t

j

e

Heater

(Equipped with Smokeless

!

--
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2
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2

2

2
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4
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4
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1-- 4
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Write or
Druggists
For this Free Sample
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4
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1--
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Quicker than bv anv other tonift. W sell Jt with tr mAtTBtnAirr
that if it does not beneht we return the money. Please try it

Stripling Burrows & Co.,Dragglsts, Santa Fe.
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iNE
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MO.

AY WAR

92.

D'S MARKE II

PHONE
NO. 92.

m

COMMISSION APPOINTED

It Will

Study Assessment
Methods in the
Territory

Wafieh

This
Cb

'

BOARD

MEETINGS

TODAY

Governor and Associates in Good
Roads Work Leave for

0

Otero County
Governor Curry, Land Commission-

AVI

PHONE

NO. 92.

No.

MARKET

4

PHONE
NO. 92.

No.

Grocery

1

S

g

4

Bakery

INTERESTING PRICES

BARS GOOD LAUNDrlY SOAP
" PEARL WHITE
'
" DIAMOND "C"
one
knowns
what
Diamond
the
E?ery

9
0
7

25c
25c
25c

"C" is

er R. P. Ervien and Territorial Engineer Vernon L. Sullivan, comprising the Good Roads Commission and
the Carey Act Board, left over the
New Mexico Central railroad tliis afternoon for Three Rivers, Tuiarosa
and Alamogordo on good roads and
reservoir business.
The Governor's
private secretary, Miss Olson accompanied him as far as Estancia so as
to enable the Governor to catch up
with his correspondence.
She will
return tomorrow.
Governor Curry
expects to be home the latter part
of the week. Messrs. Ervien an'd
Sullivan will go on to Silver City on
good roads matters.
Water Commissioners Meet.
The territorial board of water commissioners met today in the office of
Territorial Engineer Vernon L. Sul
livan. There were present Charles
the president, Member
Springer,
Venceslao Jaramillo and Clerk C. D.
Miller. The appeal of J. L. Lawson,

POTATOES
ARE NOW AT THEIR LOWEST

lbs. for..
100 lbs for
,25c
1909 Walnuts and Almonds
per lb.
15

..1;30
-

-

20c

-

Winesaps, Jonathans, Northern Spy and Winter

M.

Blush

THE ONLY BAKERY
Where you can get anythiog you want, no cheap
stuff, we use only the best of everything in our
Bakery.
Phone No. 4.

F. Andrews.

Phone In. 4

THERE

Right Now?
PHONE 204

Work and Prompt Service:
Kerr Asrt Santa Fe
Paoue 122 Red

Ouiecialty-Go6- d;

of Alamogordo, from the action of the
territorial engineer was taken up.
Annual Burning of Vouchers.
The annual burning of canceled territorial vouchers which, was to have
taken place today has been postponed
until next Monday on account of the
i'llue.-:-;
of Territorial Treasurer M. A.
Otero and the absence of Governor
Curry.
Appointed Commissioner of Deeds.
Governor
Curry today appointed
Edivanl F. Corey, 56 Wall Street,
New York, commissioner of deeds for
New Mexico in the state of New

Received
Highest Award
Chicago
World's Fair
.

York.

Notaries Public Appointed.
Governor Curry today
appointed
Charles Blanchard, ofFruitland, San
Juan county, and Martin A. Maloney,
cf Lucia, Torrance county, notaries
public.
Normal School Board Meeting.
The board of trustees of the
erican
Normal School at El
Rito met in Santa Fe today, there being present
L. Bradford
Prince, Colonel Venceslao Jaramillo
and Hon. Malaquias Martinez.
Inspection of Schools in Torrance
County.
Assistant Superintendent of Public
Instruction Acasio Gallegos has relumed from an inspection of the public schools in western Torrance county. He found that on account of the
compulsory vaccination law, the attendance of the schools was very
light and that some parents had made
up their mind to send their children
to private schools. Mr. Gallegos explained to the parents the intent of
the vaccination law and the' provisions of the compulsory
attendance
law and in consequence received their
promise to send the children to the
public schools.
Tax Commission Appointed.
Governor Curry today appointed a
territorial tax commission to ' investigate assessments and. tax matters as
follows: J. S. Lea of Rosweli; H. B.
and Mr.
Hening of Albuquerque
Gonzales of Rio Arriba county. Attorney General Frank W. Clancy and
Traveling Auditor Charles V. Safford
are to be
members of the
commission.
The commission
will
meet with Governor Curry on December 15.
November Land Office Business.
During November 11,016 acres were
filed upon in the federal land office
at Las Cruces. There were 32 homestead entries covering 4250 acres; 18
Spanish-Am-

Si

$

r

mim

-

ttrnmrr.

461.78 acres; one final desert proof
for 320 acres; one soldier's additional homestead application for 80
acres; 11 original desert land entries for 1,919.37 acres; 28 final homestead proofs for 4,241.31 acres; 54

commuted

homestead,
:

proofs

acres.

for

gg" mmmatrjtf'

Vu,?

(t

Freeze to eDath John Belding, Sr.,
aged forty years, was found frozen to
death near the Mineosa Draw not far
from Naravisa, Quay county, by Earl
Huffum of Naravisa. Belding had
been drinking freely and left Nara-

visa during a snow, storm. He was.
r
years of age 'and a native
forty-fou-

of Iowa.

Minor City Topics.
(Continued

From Page Two.)

FOR RENT After Dec. 15th the
store room at present occupied by
the Zook's Pharmacy. Low rent, long
lease. J. M. D.

At

Seveh-Thirt- y

of

seven-thirt-

Auto

"OUR WORK IS BEST"
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Sharp The chorus
Princess Bonnie' is expected to
The New Mexican can do printing
desert land entries covering 3123 meet at the Woman's Board of Trade equal to that done in any of the
large
at
acres; seven scrip locations, five tonight promptly
cities. Our solicitor, every piece of
small holding claims, eleven final o'clock. No one is excused.
work we turn out.
our stock
Train Report Trains continue to once and you will Try
proofs, nine commutations aud five
come
certainly
mineral entries.
be late, the Santa Fe being reported
We have all the facilities for
again.
as follows: No. 3 to arrive at 4
Monthly Report or Land Office.
turning out every class of work, inThe November report of the local o'clock; No. 1 at 6:30; No. 7 at 10 cluding one of the best binderies in
land office just completed shows the o'clock; No. 9 at 10:30; No. 2 at 2:45; the west.
following entries: 77 original home- No. 4 and 8 on time. The Denver
stead applications for 11,751.27 acres; and Rio Grande is two hours late,
If you want anynmig on earth try
44 original homestead applications un- the New Mexico Central on time.
Hard Drinking
Causes Man to a New Mexican want "ad."
der the act of February 19th for 10,- -

FOR IAN

HUBBS LAUNDRY COMPANY
W. H.

DO YOU

WANT TO GET

APPLES $1.75 PER BOX

J

M

H. A. HART
PROPRIETOR.

y

m
Hats For Young Men!

Bath
the luxury and com
fort of a Bath Robe could be induced to
dispense with it.
There's oceans of comfort in them before an d after lie Bath, andfor loung
ing as well. We are showing a line of
the best styles, correctly made by a
maker that knows how. There are
Blanket Robes in Patterns, Turk sh

Terry

U

9

The Young Man who wan? a a Hat in
a smart, snappy style can find his ideal
Hat here.

No man who knows

Robes,

1.1

Cloth

etc.

Robes

$4.50 to $10.00
These Robes are cut long and generous. Just right for Xmas, most every
man, hereabouts, knows that when a
good thing in men's wear is wanted,
this is the store that always has it.

SALMON'S

NA

Stiff and Soft Hats for College
MenThat are Dp to The Hour.

MODERATE PRICES
$1.50

$1.25

$2-5-

0

to $3.50

Many new k'nds. curves, colorings
and shapes for the winter.

,

...

That's a swell looking
Closson!
Say
pair of Shoe s y o u

have
telling me where you got
them?
"Of course not. I got them of Salmon
I always get my shoes there."
I'd like to have a pair about like them
mind tellings me what they cost?
"Of course not. I paid $5.50 fo
on-min- d

--

them"
Great Scott! I would have guessed
$6.50 at least. I wonder if Salmon can
fit me as well as he has you? "Certainly he can. He can fit any.

body, for he has all sizes and widths.
Everybody likes his Shoes.
'

:

p

The above conversation was heard on the street yesterday.

HAN SAL A om

SANTA FE, .
NEW MEXICO.

i

